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By Tom Eastman 
If you like things your way 
and if what you like is a Big 
Whopper, then take heart be-
cause Burger King is coming to 
town. 
A new Durgor King franohlso 
will occupy the empty storepace 
next to Shop 'n Save and is sche-
duled to ···open for business.. by 
Thanksgiving. 
The new franchise is owned by 
the Erin Food Sel'Vices Company 
of Manchester, N.H. The com-
pletiop of the Durham res-
taurant will give the firm a total 
of nine Burger King restaurants 
operating in New Hampshire. 
According to David Murray, 
president of Erin Food Services, 
30 to 40 people will be em-
. ployed at the restaurant. 
'~It is very exciting to look at 
the potential for employment 
personel," said Murray. "We lose 
over a dozen people every year 
from our businesses because 
they graduate from high school 
or simply quit their summer jobs 
to return to the university. 
~ 
Durham, N .H. 
·Lessard to act on 
stlldent trustee hill 
By Gary Langer 
The student governments of 
UNH, Plymouth and Keene 
. State Colleges are backing Rep. 
Leo Lessard's (D-Dover) re-Intro-
duction of a bill in the state leg-
islature in January, to have stu-
dents elect their representative -
on the · University Board of · 
Trustees. 
Last year this same bill was 
· pcuiacd by both houao111 but ..,.,·aa 
vetoed by Gov. Meldrjm C. 
Th.omson. The House overrode 
the Governor's veto; the Senate 
did not. , 
Members of the Student Gov-
ernments of UNH, Keene and 
Plymouth State Colleges hope 
that this bill, which they are in 
favor of, will help avoid confu-
sion concerhing the position of 
~udent trustee. · 
Thomson replaced last year's 
student trustee, Frank Carter III 
(presently a senior at UNH) with 
Deborah Child; a Keene ·State 
junior. Carter said he will not 
relinquish his position on the 
board, claiming that the position 
is legally his as long as he is a 
student at UNH. · 
Entremont said yesterday that 
although there is a general con-
IDSUS that the statute-is vague, it 
has been the precedure for the 
nor's position, saying that on 
Feb. 7~ 1975, Carter received a 
letter from the governor stating 
the len~gth of Carter's term was 
one year. 
Child said yesterday that ''the 
student governments didn't want 
Frank in there/' Child said she 
believes that the student govern- -
ments of UNH, Keene and 
Plymouth State put pressure on 
Thomaon to replace Qartor., 
Child said she had no opinion 
on the bill which Lessard plans 
. to r~-introduce. ' 
Carter has maintained for the 
past two w'eeks that a trustee on 
the board (who Carter refuses to 
identify) informed Thomson 
that Carter had withdrawn from 
- ·UNH and therefore a new stu-
dent trustee was needed. Carter 
claims the Governor appointed 
Child without first checking to 
see if he had left the University. 
_ Thomson, said Carter, made 
"a bad administrative error." 
Carter added the Governor will 
l}Ot admit his mistake in an elec-
, 'tion year. 
. Keene State Student Body 
President Michael Plourde said, 
"Gov. Thomson agreed last fall 
while answering questions on the 
Keene campus to name a student 
from Keene State as student "Now, with a new franchise 
right there in Durham '!e will 
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·Governor and his council to ap-
point students for a one-year 
term. She reiterated the Gover-
· trust~e this year. The confirm-
TR USTEES, page 4 
Voter 'registration 
Students will be able to register to vote in the Qubernatorial 
and Presidential elections on the following days at the Durham 
Town Hall: Oct. 12 from 7 p.m: to 9 p.m~; Oct. 16 from 2 p.m. 
to 4 p.m~; Oct. 19 from 7 p.m: to 9 p.m: and Oct. 23 from 2 p.m~ 
to 4 p.m~ ' 
Students must -bring proof of citizenship with them, such as a 
birth certificate, a baptismal certificate, a passport or a draft card. 
A drivers license is not acceptable. If you show proof of citizen-
ship by Nov. 2; you can vote if you do not have it at this time. 
Tonight and tomorrow _night there will be a table in the MUB 
:from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.' to aid students who wish to register to 
vote by absentee ballot. ' 
Stoke residents required to 
register guests at desk 
By_Bernadette Mulkern 
· A security system was in-
stalled in Stoke Hall this past 
weekend which requires all resi-
dents to check-in guests who 
come after 8 p.m~ oh Thursday·, 
Friday and_ S~turday nights. 
Everyone must enter and exit 
through the front lobby after 8 
p.m~ oil these three nights. 
Fire locks are being installed 
on the other doors from 8 p.m~ 
until 4 a.m. 
Mike Santoro, a resident assist-
ant from the sixth floor said the 
obiective of the system is to 
"make this a community where 
people can walk in and around 
without being afraid." · 
to visit arid it is too much of a 
hassle to have to sign in." 
Kevin Moore, the dorm's head 
resident, thinks the ne)V system 
"will change the reputation from 
a zoo to a home. We 
have money that we can use to 
,put flowers and color TV's in all 
-4he lounges. 
Many mopeders seen mopeding 
Mike Applebee, Stoke Head 
Resident and Area I coordinator 
said the Office of Residential 
Life was planning to implement 
a reception desk in Stoke Ior the 
past two years. The department 
• made the decision this year to 
Moore told of a dorm at Bos-
ton University that uses this 
type of security system and now 
1
"the difference is like night and 
day." c 
According to David BiaRCo, 
director of the Office of Re_!!i-
dential Life. Stoke has a high 
amount 01 incidents involving 
thefts and night visitors walking 
into people's room&. 
Moped fad hits Dur~am -initiate the security system in conjunction with the Dep.art-
ment of Safety and the Campus 
Police. By Niles A. Clevesy, Jr. 
A few UNH students, faculty 
and · administration ·members 
have been seen "mopeding" 
around the campus lately. For 
those people who are unfamiliar 
with the word, "mopeding" is 
the term for riding a "moped". 
A new law, which went into 
effect last June 28, defines and 
regulates the motorized bicycle 
or "moped" as "any two or 
three-wheeled pedal vehicle with 
an automatic transmission and a 
helper motor which is rated not 
over two brake horsepower, has 
a cylinder capacity of not over 
50 cubic centimeters, and a 
speed of less than 30 miles per 
hour on level ground." 
"Moped" is derived from the 
w·ords "motor" and "pedals". 
Some models of this new mode 
of transportation get over 150 
Sandwiches 
There are two new 
sandwich services in 
Huddleston Dining Hall 
that are becoming pop· 
ular among students. A 
story on the new sand· 
wich bar· and take-out 
service appears on page 
3. . 
miles per gallon nnc' the bikee: 
themselves are also inexpensive, 
running close to the $400 to 
$500 range. 
The first day that the law 
went into effect, tourists and 
local residents alike turned their 
heads, watching people ride 
mopeds. Some motorcycle own-
ers whooped, hollered, and 
raised clenched fists, thinking 
MOPEDS, page 9 
"I'm just as worried about 
people coming in this dorm with 
tb...e security system as I was 
without it," said Cheryle Sy-
monds, a sophomore wno has · 
lived tew years in the dorm. "I 
don't feel any safer." · 
"A hundred people could be 
signed in and how are they going 
to watch a hundred people?" 
asked Paul Cresta, a senior who 
is taking the semester off. "I 
come up here only on weekends 
Vaughan 
Have you seen this 
picture before? Have 
you seen this per· 
former live and in con· 
cert? You can, and 
·you'll find out why 
you should on page 15. 
"Stoke is an exeeekingly vul-
nerable building because of its 
size and the infinite numbers of 
accesses," said Bianco. 
Approximately $6,000 was 
collected from the residents of 
Stoke for dorm damages \ast 
~rear, according to Moore. 
"The first weekend of school 
·this year over $200 worth of fire 
STOKE, page 6 
Dee-fense 
UNH's defense came 
through- in the clutch 
in Saturday's 13-0 win 
over BU. See the 






The American Council on Education conducted a nationwide r 
survey and found that business .is the single largest major of 
undergraduate men and women, with 18.9 percent choosing busi- · 
ness as their probable major. 
- According to the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of 
Business, there . are several develo.pments contributing to the rise 
in demand for business.study: an increasing number of women are 
interested, in business education; most of the jobs available in 
today's labor market are in business, ·especially in accounting; the 
anti business attitude of many students has diminished considera- ' 
bly. ' 
' VW to the Rolls 
Cars and celebrities: . , 
The British Rolls-Royce remains the _number ·one status symbol 
~f the American show-business crowd. Red Skelton leads t~e 
pack with six different models. · 
Other~-~rs owned by famous personages include, Winston . 
Churchill s grandson (also named Winston)-a Volkswagon; 
Henrietta Guinness. heiress to the brewery fortune-a Pori:oho,. 
Yehudi Menuhin, Mick Jagger .and Roger Moore all drive 
Mercedes as do three of the four former Beatles. 
New vending rooin 
The UNH library recently opened a new Vending room on · 
Floor B near the Reserve Desk, and has closed the small vending 
area on Floor C. The new room has both booths an() tables and 
offers candy, soft. drinks, coffee and cigarettes. Student assistants 
will monitor the new vending room to insure that food and bever-
ages are not taken into t)le rest of the library where they create . 
problems for custodians. · 
Wracked education 
According to a Los Angeles Times study, the American educa_. 
tional system has been wracked by declining student achieve-· 
ment, ratnparit inflation q{ grades, and an overall lowering of aca-
demic stan<lards. · 
According to reporters Jack McCurdy and Don Speich, the U.S. 
altered its social and educational values in the 1960's and that· 
schools played along '~by . reducing the numb,er of basic classes, . 
weakening graduation requirements and emphasizing electives 
that are academically less demanding. · 
While most educators agree that there has been a sharp decline 
in student achievement in the past decade, few agree as to the · 
basic cause. Is the growth of television partially responsible? The 
marked changes in family structure? The goals and philosophy of 
society? The rise of the minorities? 
No one seems to know for sure. · 
$20,000 grant 
The University of New Hampsire ·library has been awarded a 
$20,000 grant which will be used to improve library service. ' 
The grant will enable Hugh Pritchard, UNH reference librarian, I 
to devote the 1976-77 academic year to special projects for im-
proving library services. Foremost of these will be the develop-
ment of programs of instruction in the use of the library for ma· 
jors and graduate students, according to Donald Vincent, librarian 
at the University. · 
UNH was one of ten institutions selected by the Council on 
Library Resources, Inc. to receive the grant~ · 
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Sea Grant projects --
• • • 
a continuing success 
By Marion Gordon 
"It's the kind of experience an 
undergraduate is not likely to 
get anywhere else," says Profes-
sor Joseph Murdoch, of the elec-
trical engineering dept. and di-· 
rector of the Sea Grant Proje<;ts. 
course at UNH · Murdoch's stu-
dents work in interdisciplinary· 
teams on ocean-related problemi 
under real-world limitations of 
time and budget. 
Last year there were seven 
prOJects involving 21 students · 
f.rom eight departments: chemi·. 
cal, civil, electrical and mechani-
oal engin~oring, political wicnce, 
resource economics, environ-
mental resources and zoology. 
The winner before a jury -c)f 
outside experts · held last May 
was a buoy"'hattery booster mo-. 
del - a propellor-like motor de-
signeq to turn with the tides and· 
generate power for lights oil the 
buoy. 
Tom Haley, a senior "1ajoring 
in electrical engineering,· worked . 
on this project last year. 
"It was a good practical lear.n-
in g experience," said Haley . . 
"Having this on my resume, I 
have a lot going for me. It's 
something most students don't 
get a chance to do." 
Haley explained that he and 
his two partners, Doug Martini 
and Dick Morneau, both gradu-· 
ates in civil engineering, first had 
to define a specific problem and 
then dr11w dt;:tign'.5, tt:)t 111ut.h::b. 
and finally build the buoy. 
The buoy was designed to aid 
the Coast Guard in cutting down 
on service trips needed to re-
'place batteries. 
According to Haley, the Coast 
Guard has not begun to use the. 
booy. "Th~y're not really · in-· 
terested," said Haley, "unless\ 
they want to pursue it on their . 
own." : 
"The main thing is that I'm; 
happy it worked," .Haley added. I 
The buoy is currently disassem-
bled. 
The course, offered for two· 
credits per semester, took up a· 
lot of Haley's time including his 
Christmas and spring vacation~. 
"My grades suffered, but I got 
to learn a lot about the oc~an . 
engineering industry. tn the end 
it was very rewarding," Haley 
~kl. 
Haley said that his project was 
allotted $2000 from Sea Grant. 
The buoy was working steadily 
for about two weeks in Little 
Bay in Newington until the end 
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UNH. Bookstore prices are 
nearly the same as other stores 
By Sarah Bennett . 
Contrary to popular belief, the 
UNH Bookstore is not trying to 
rob the poor student Of his last 
dollar. A survey of books and 
supplies in bookstores of the 
area showed that prices were 
generally comparable to those at 
the UNH bookstore. So why the 
ldng waits, longer booklists, arid 
astronomical prices? 
The UNH Bookstore is a self-
s upporting auxillary ent~rprise, 
run by the University. Any pro-· 
fits are put into -a reserve which 
can be used by the bookstore to 
expand or improve. According 
to Monty Childs, director of 
auxillary enterprises, the book-
store has been breaking a little 
better than even the past few 
years, and currently has about 
$36,000 in reserve, collected 
over the past decade. 
The bookstore has nothing to 
do with which books are bought. 
and sold. The professors decide 
which . books they want, which 
editons, and how many, some-
times after wooing from sales-
men. John Maier, fhe Textbook 
Manager at the Bookstore, goes 
with· their lists to the respectiw· 
publishers. 
Publishers determine a 'Pub-
lisher's· List Price' for each book. 
While this is merely a suggested 
retail price, most book stores, 
including UNH's g<;> by its prices. 
Depending on the type of 
book, the publisher sells it to the 
bookstore at between 20-40 per 
cent below list price. 
Textbooks are generally the 
more expensive to manufacture, 
using better quality paper and 
Books are sometimes bought' 
through a distributor like Dover 
News, which takes a commision. 
In cases .s~ch as these, where the 
discount is Iuwered, the book-
store absorbs the loss. 
O~casiona.Uy, prices will go up 
between the ordering and re-. 
ceiving of a book, in which case 
the student suffers. 
Communication foul-ups be-
tween f~culty and bookstore 
So why the long waits, 
longer booklists and 
astronomical prices? . 
printing techniques, and often 
being cloth bound. Mass market 
books (popular paperbacks) are 
cheaper to produce, and are sold 
to the bookstores at a greater 
discount. 
Occasionally, mass market 
books such as English literature 
because they are being used for ~­
course, are considered by pub-
lishers as textbooks .• They are 
sold to the UNH bookstore for 
only 20 percent below list price 
instead of the normal 30-40 pe; 
cent •. · 
often causes-either books · to--tre, 
unavailable, or the bookstore to 
be left with surplus books. 
According to Stevenson, at the 
end of November the bookstore 
will send back 2Q.30 percent of 
its books to the publishers at a· 
loss. Some books are 
non-returnable and the book-
store is stuck with them. · 
In the past year a "text order 
coordinator" has been 
established in each academic de-
BOO KSTORE, page 14 
Livestock Center built after years of planning 
By Cindy Fernald 
After years of planning, the 
new Livestock Activity Center is 
finally getting built. The center 
is located near the horse barns. 
The frame, roof and most of the 
walls are up. 
The Center has been the 
object of an intensive fund 
raising campaign over - the l~t 
few years. 
Over $60,000 was _ privately 
raised through gifts and dona-
tions from the alumni, friends of 
UNH, the Horseman's Club and 
the Alumni Association. These 
funds enabled a contractor, R.C. 
Foss, to put up tbe shell of the 
building and the roofing panels. 
Work study students and stable 
manager, Carlton Tirrell are fin-
ishing .the interior of the riding 
area: putting up light panels, 
nailing up the siding and also 
kickboard panels to help prevent 
rider injuries. 
Before riding classes can be 
held inside the flooring must be 
finished as well, Tirrell said. 
"The present base must be rolled 
and packed first, then covered 
with three inches of dead river 
sand," explained Tirrell, "which 
we are using because it is espe-
cially clean and dust-free." This 
· will require 200 tons of sand, 
which will in turn be covered 
with a three inch layer of tan-
batk. According to Tirrell, this 
work is planned to be finished in 
October. · · 
"Still needed to complete the 
Center are lighting-, bleachers, 
bathroom facilities and firedoors 
and other safety features," said 
Dr. Winthrop Skoglund, head of 
the Animal Science Depart-
ment," and public events cannot 
be held there until these essen- _ 
tials are installed." Also planned 
is a wash area for livestock, a 
classroom, two student rooms 
and a kitchen in the· north end 
of the building. 
Professor Gene Roe, of the 
Thompson School of Applied 
Science, hopes tha~ students in 
his class in building 'construction 
will be involved with the plan-
ning and much of the actual con-
struction of the north end of the 
Center. Last spring his students 
made up a cost estimate of the 
materials needed to build the 
Livestock Center and observed 
the construction process. Roe 
was project engineer for the Cen~ 
ter and se?Ve.d· as the technical 
advisor. "Without me thie 
buildin~ would never have got-< 
ten up,' Roe siad, "but I don't. 
care about the recognition. I got 
involved so my students would 
have a place to work and get on 
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The UNH Livestock Activity Center (r!&ht) is nearing completion after being in the planning stages a 
number of ~ears. Over $60,000 was raised for the center, which will be used for riding classes, horse 
shows and hvestock shows. (Gary Levine photo) •. 
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downstairi in Huddleston usual~ - · · 
ly serves a variety of cold ·cuts Kari· -van· alt. ·er. nat· 1·ve with cheese and tomato salads, 
cheeseburgers, hamburgers, hot- ed - 'Sel Sandwich bar • IS 
a culinary coup dogs, fre_nch fries and ice cream .present to ectmen sundaes. "It's basically an 
By Diane Breda 
Huddleston Dlning Hall start-
ed two new sandwich meal pro-
grams this fall. A new take-out 
~ service open from 7:00 a.m. to 
9: 30 a.m. and a sandwich bar 
lunch served.iorm 10:00 a.m. to 
2: 30 p.m. have attracted many 
students. 
Jack Garnett, dining manager 
at Huddleston Hall said, "Last 
Wednesday and ·Thursday we 
served more students downstairs 
from 10:00 to 2:30 with the 
sandwich bar than we did up-
. stairs with the main course 
meal." As of September 9, 514 
students ate at the sandwich bar 
and last Thursday September 16, 
836 students ate downstairs. 
Garnett said, "Even on the 
day we had cheeseburgers as our 
main meal upstairs, we served 
more students at the sandwich 
bar." 
"The take-out service serves a-
bo~t 2-0-25 students per day," 
he continued. "The three dining 
halls combined were being born-
New lot to 
be .built 
By Katie McClare 
The place where the old UNH 
Livestock Barn once stood 
across from the Field ·House is 
now a flattened gravel surface. 
The decision to level the barn 
last spring was reached after 
months of protests and discus-
sion within the University com-
munity. · " 
The University is in the pro-
cess of making that area a park-
ing lot for 75 to 100 cars. · 
alternative to regular dining,'' 
said Garnett. 
A student cannot return for 
barded with requests for box ..... seconds at the sandwich bar but, 
lunches. Now, only Huddleston "the pokions are larger than 
serves take-out lunches. they would get upstairs at the 
Also, the student has the .op- main course," added Garnett. 
portunity to make his own "The hamburgers arrbigger 
lunch. "One can have a non-pro- than they would be upstairs and 
tein meal such as peanut butter the scoo·p for the sandwich 
and jelly or cheese. Or students spreads is larger. Also, students 
can put together a protein meal _do get two hotdogs," said Gar-
which does have a chance of nett. 
spoiling," added G~nett. The sandwich bar opened Sep-
Ho we ve r, Huddfuston does tember 8 but discussion for the 
supply insulated bags for the new meal program began prior 
protein meal at a cost of $1.50. to the 1975 academic year. 
The $1.50 is returned to the stu- "Originally, the Dining and 
dent when the insulated bag is Residence Advisory Committee 
returned. (DRAC) formulated -the· idea to 
The sandwich bar - lnr.Jlt~~ ~A·Nnw1rH n~CY,.. 1 /.. 
..._ '.~¥,..;i>:?.ft:ti 
By K~tie McClare 
In the Durham Selectmen 
meeting last night, Jack Mettee 
of the Strafford Regional Plan-
ning Commission nresented a 
·plan to incorpora~e the UNH 
Kari-van with other local forms 
of p1,1blic transportation. 
It would involve Durham and 
surrounding communities. 
Acting Chairman James 
Chamberlin commented later, 
· ''Th~ Commission's plans are rat-
her vague at this time. They're 
· just kind - of kicking it around& 
. You or I probably won't be 
around when it happens." 
A UNH student moves through the line of the newly-instituted and popular Huddleston Sandwich Qar. 
(Terri Hoye photo) 
Under Ron Nessen 
"The federal government 
would provide funds for equip-
ment but not maintanence/' 
Mettee said. He added that main-
tan e Il"ce funding might be a 
possibility later. Mettee said that 
participating towns would pick 
up part of the c9st. 
In other business the Board 
'discussj!d a UNH-Durham Fire 
Department report from Lt. 
. Donald Bliss. The report stated 
that Phi Mu Delta, Lambda Chi 
Alpha, and Kappa Sigma did not 
meet safety standard_s and 
should be closed until they did 
so • 
Bliss said later, ''The inspect-
ions were done prior - to the 
opening of school. Since then 
they have been inspected again 
and are all right." 
The Board heard a report or1 
upcoming construction of tennis 
courts on Fogg Drive at the far 
end of Mill Road. The courts are 
primarily for town use. 
However, said Chamberlin, 
"since tl~ey are being built with 
federal funds we cannot limit 
their use. We may have to sched-
ule times or charge fees if they 
get too crowded, but right now 
we can't say they are only for 
. town use." Contracting bids are 
due Oct.-11: 
UNH student Stephen 
Smidowicz of -the Seacoast Velo 
Club and Club Sports. Cycling 
Club submitted a request for a 
bike race through the center of 
Durham. The race, if apprived, 
will be slated for October 10. 
Board did not reach a decision 
on the request. 
. Physical Plant Director Eugene 
Leaver was uncertain about the 
date of the lot's completion. 
"We've just come across a 
granlte ledge which will have tQ 
be blasted before we can con-
tinue,'' he said. -
Three students will work a~ White House 
Leaver also could not quote 
the exact cost of the project. 
''The estimate we received was 
made last year," he explained. 
"The price of these things is al-
ways going up." · 
The new lot, an extension of 
Lot A across from the field · 
house, will not be paved. . 
"We examined many alterna-
tives to the barn's' levelling sug-
gested_ by students, faculty, and 
LOT, page 4 
By Tom Nelson 
Three UNH students wifl be 
working at the White ~ouse this 
fAB as part of the Inter-College 
Internship_ Pro!!ram thro_ugh the 
UNB Speech and Drama and En-
glish departments ana tne White 
House Press corps. 
The participants in the pro-
gram are Kevin Cokely, 21, a 
senior communications major, 
Robert Feldman, 20, a jun_ior 
with a dual major In communica-
tions and political scien'ce, and 
~hara Hatcher, 21,. a senior 
with a self-designed maior in . 
political journalism. They will be 
_\!ork!ng in the ne'!!_ ~mmary 
omce under !'residential Press 
Secretary Ron Nessen. Their 
main duties will consist of pre-
paring a daily news summary for 
the President. · 
Cokely will be leaving his posi-
tions as general manager of 
WUNH and news broadcaster 
for WENH-TV in order to make 
the trip. He said .''I was looking 
forward to second· semester as 
general manager of WUNH. I had 
a lot of things I wanted to do in 
the posttion.". 'When asked ' 
A taJlg~te fleamarket was held at the Shop 'n Save parking .lot in Durham Sunday. -Tne fotwas -
, jam-packed with cars and people buying, selling or just nosing around. (Nick Novick photo). . 
about -what he expected from 
the program he said ''The White 
House Staff told me that the 
work itself may not be spectacu-
Jar ilu.t it's a great chance to learn 
from the Washington environ-
ment." : · 
Feldman, who would have 
been a R.A.: in Stoke Hall this 
semester, said "I'm very enthusi-
astic about the job,. because it's 
_the kind of experience that will 
provide me with an intimate 
knowledge of the relationship 
between the executive branch of 
the· government and the mass 
By Mike ~finigan 
- Roger Mann, president 
pro-tern of the Student Caucus, 
· has announced the formation of 
a student committee to discuss 
possible changes in the Student 
Government Constitution. 
The Committee, which will be 
chaired by Mann, will in elude 
five or six student senators, plus 
interested students or student 
-group representatives. The 
committee will -hold an open 
meeting tomorrow night at 7:00 
in the Hillsborough - Sullivan 
· Room of the MUB. 
"We're looking for, new ob-
j.e ctive student input from 
indivitlual students and student-
. run organizations," Mann 
said. "I think students have 
realized that the stud~nt govern-
ment has not been producing to 
its fullest ability. This upcoming 
m~dia. Needless to say there is 
no other way to acquire the per-
spective that this will give me. It 
will be like watching a baseball 
game from the pitchers mound." 
Hatcher is leaving a position as 
ne~s editor of The New Hamp-
shire so that she can participaate 
in the program. She said that she 
is Jooking fol'Ward to the intern-
ship as it will be an opportunity 
to experience the inner workings 
of the White House Press Corps 
up close. 
JOURNALISTS, page 9 
meeting will serve as an outlet 
for student opinion, as to 
changes that ca11 be made in the 
consitution." 
Last year, a similar committee 
was formed, but nothing 
substantial result_ed due to a con-
flict with a splinter group 
headed by Robert Hogan, head 
of the student welfare system, 
artd student trustee Frank 
Carter. 
As a result of this second 
group, two consitutiomi.l- re-
v1s10ns were formulated, but 
they could not be consolidated 
into a single plan of action. 
Mann, as a chairman, will 
remain a neutral member of the 
.committee. He does, however, 
have definite ideas about 
changes that ~ould be made. 
CONSTITUTION, page 4 
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Sweet shop to be 
opened in MUB 
By Marty Peterson 
How often have you been sit-
ting in the MUB when suddenly 
you get an urge for a hot fudge• 
sundae that seems too far away 
to go get~ . Well soon your pro-
blems will be solved with the o-
pening of a sweet shop on these-
cond floor of the MUB near the' 
Granite State Room. . 
Food service manager Len 
Martin said, "We started organ i-
zi ng it last April. When school 
closed we started to plan, hoping 
to open the shop when classes 
started. We ran into a few de-
J.:iyi;. Right now wo'io planning 
on opening the shop.in early Oc-
tober." 
Bob Lyle will be-the manager : 
. ,for the new ice cream parlor that 
Two rota-tillers were rented to will be open seven c;iays a week. 
churn up the soi~ Durham-UNH The tentative serving hours are 11 
firehoses watered it into a 1 a.m. to 10 p.m. : 
sloppy sea, a~d a bunch of stu- _ Martin said "We had limited 
dents dove m head, or many space on the llne in the cafeteria 
roses, face first, for the ATO Th , · · 
11 db 1 A: ,. th . t t · ere wasn t enough room for a · mu ow • no C$e pie ures a - . . . 
test, they enjoyed their ~da fountain. The new shop is-
head-to-toe facials. Oh yes,- the n t that far away from the cafe, 
AZ Turtles defeated the ATO . and. now I can open the cafe line 
Rats but the score was lost in up to offer more foods to the 
the' mud somewhere. (Dennis students." 
Giguere photos) The sweet shop plans to offer 
such foods as sundaes, frappes, 
sodas, sherbets, splits, soft serve 
and regular ice cream. There will 
also be a special of the week. 
"The survey that the hotel stu-
dents of the hotel school did last 
year, showed that students want-
ed a place to go for this in the 
MUB/' said Martin. 
The shop will be staffed with 
work-study students. " 
"We will have to hire a few 
more", Martin said • . . 
The decor· of the shop centers 
around a jt,mgle theme. A Rous-
£Q.:iu-like mural crea.tod by Deb-
by Ofney, a former UNH gradu-
ate, covers two of the main 
walls. Martin told of plans to 
carpet the shop and covering the. 
wall behing the counter with 
mirrors to reflect the mural. 
Martin said,"We wanted t~ 
come up with something dif-
ferent from the normal ice · 
cream par I or." 
The only problem that seems 
to remain is a name for the ice 
cream shop. 
Martin -said, "We're planning· a 
con test with the students to 
name the place." 
P _arking lot replaces barn 
LOT 
continued from page 3 
Constitution 
staff," said Patrick Mille~, chair-
man of the Feasibility SJudy 
Committee (FSC). ''The Save 
Our Barn Committee (SOBC) 
suggested using the barn as a 
ki.nd of alternative lifesiyle · 
dormitory. They would supply 
volunteer labor to repair the 
building themselves. We asked 
for specific Tecoml!lendations as 
to where the ftmds would come 
CONSTITUTION 
continued from page 3 
"The SAT (Student ActM.ty 
Tax) budget system cou~ c~me 
unaer change," Mann said. "The 
system as it stands now is boring 
and very time consuming, 
especially in the spring when the 
Caucus should be devoting its 
time to other, more important 
and interesting issues." · 
Mann added that one possible 
solution to this situation would 
be a change in the selection 
process of the BOB (Bureau of 
the Budget) Director. which 
handles the bulk of the SA'f 
statistics. 
· "Hopefuily the BOB Director 
could be elected from the 
Bureau itself. This would allow 
theBOB to work with someone 
they know and nave already 
worked with." from. They were not ~resented." 
Under current procedure, the Miller continued, In fairness 
BOB Director is appointed by. to them, they said ~hat since the 
the Student Caucus Chairperson. issue was being decided at exam 
Mann admitted that this is a time they couldn't fully prepare. 
wholly procedural change,_ but However, if they really wanted . 
to &ave the barn they could have 
noted that "The SAT seems to used the time from December to 
be the concern of most people January during Christmas 
with regards to Constitutional break)' ' 
change.: This change would seem Miller said that President Mills 
to be the most positive solution had instructed the FSC to find 
to the problem.· - . the money for whateyer use for 
"The alternatives are un- the barn they could come up 
limited outside the BOB as with. "The money could not 
well," he said. 0 1 feel that any come from the tTniversity's gen-
studen t can contribute no eral funds," he stated, since it 
matter how knowledgable he or was needed for other things al-
she be about student govern- ready on the budget. Whatever 
ment. We're looking for as much 1. · use we found would have to 
have. been· self-fu_nded." inP.ut as possible from the 
student body. Miller said the barn had "de-
''This could turn out to Be five teriorated to the point where it 
or six senators sitting around. It w~s _a safety hazard." ~e also 
doesn't have to come to that.,, _ said It was not needed. smce the 
Student trustee 
iS an equitable way :to do it" 
TR ~STEdEfS .,... under the proposed system. 
contmue rom page 1 Since UNH has twice the 
ation of Debbie Child on Sept. F enrollment of Keene and Ply-
was a fulfillment of that agree- mouth State combined Carter 
ment." said he feels that the vote would -
Plourd~ added, "As I under- not be representative of the 
stand th!ngs, the student trus~ · three colleges. 
~ee's length of term is vague; it is "If only one campus got to 
determined by the Governor vote at each election the other 
under the present system." two would not be represented at 
UNH Student Body President all~ Under the present system the 
David Farnham said the pro- Governor serves as a clearing 
posed bill allows for on~ year house," Carter said. ' 
student tzu.Utee terms, with the Carter does not agree with the 
position rotating between idea of one-year terms of office. 
Frank Carter said yesterday 
he is opposed to the bill. Carter 
said he agrees completely with. 
the state statute as it reads 
College of Life Science had 
aquired DeMemtt Farm in Lee. 
The Trust-ees had been plan-
ning to tear down the (>Id struc-
ture since 1964. President Mills 
sent UNH Fire Chief Paul 
Long to burn the barn on June 
4. ~975. Interested groups raised 
obJections, , however, and the 
burning was delayed until discus-
sion of the issue ended in finally 
razing the barn last March. : 
Besides the SOBC, the UNH 
Bicentennial Committee op-
posed the destruction. Marion 
Beckwith described the organiza-
tion's efforts to renovate the 
barn and turn It into a . farm 
museum. 
"The New Hampshire Farm 
Association was trying to get an 
· old fann building and run it as 
they would have run a farm in 
the old days. They could not 
contribute any money but 
·would offer us any other assist-
ance. · 
· "A $30,000 farm implement 
collection had been donated to 
be used as a display. A rock col-
lection from the Geology De-
partment was also to be shown. 
We considered using it as a place 
to show experimental work, 
such as solarheating:!' 
Beckwith and the Bicentennial 
Committee were given from mid-
-May to early July to submit a ' 
report on their proposed uses for 
the barn and its cost. "We were 
asked not to ask for funds from 
the alumni," she explained, 
"since they had other considera-
_..tions: the Alumni House and the 
new horse arena. Still, we re-
ceived over $1000 without even 
trying. 
"We felt that we could have 
collected easily the $18,000 
needed to restore the shell of the 
building if we had had more 
time. One of the Trustees told 
me, though, that even if we had 
raised the money it would have 
been voted down." : 
Beckwith agreed with the gen-
eral opinion that money was the 
most important consideration in 
the question of the barn. "Main-
taining the barn would be an on-
going expense. It would have to 
be financially self-sufficient." · 
She said that the Thompson 
School did not wish- to contri-
bute finds for the restoration. 
"They felt that if they put 
money into the barn they would 
have less of a chance of getting 
an ad~itio.11. on Barton Hall, 
which is certainly understand-
able." ' 
Of the barn itself, Beckwith 
commented, "It wasn't a beauti· 
ful old building in itself but. it 
was unique in its own way-it 
had beautiful old skylights.,, 
"'~ 
,.,,[ .. '(empowering the Governor to 
nominate student trustees) be-
cause "I don't believe that thre 
"After one year a member has 
barely established his cred-
ibility," Carter said. Other board 
members have four year terms. 
The UNH senior said he f-eels 
this discrepancy should be 
avoided by having student terms-
lst. aio k>~ as .pos&ible. Senior Rob Weigle was named Wednesday general manager of W UNH·~'M, the ~+udent-run radio station at UNH. (Terri Hoye photo) 
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campus· calenda THE HARVEST FESTIVAL Sat, October 2, 1976 
TUESDAY, September 21 
HUM AN IT I ES LECTURE: "The Homeric Epics," C.H. 
Leighton, Spanish & Classics Department, Richards Auditorium, 
Murkland Halt, II a.m.-~1 2:30 p.m. · 
SVTO PROGRAM: "The Gladiators," a 1994 war game where 
East and West generals program their strategies into a computer 
and watch their teams fight on Saturday night TV, Coos Room, 
rv,iu B, 12-3 p.m .. 
THURSDAY-AT-ONE: "The Filming of Spakespeare: Olivier to 
Hall," Roger Manvel!, Director of the Department of Film His-
tory at,._ London Film School and editor of the Journal-of the 
Society of Film and Television Arts. Room 128, Hamilton-
Smith Ha~I, 1 p.m. 
MUB PUB 'f.LICKS: "Bullitt," 8 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, Septemb.er 22 
HUMAN SEXUALITY FILM: "Sexuality and Communication,'" 
relates how to improve relationships, the sexual response cycle, 
and how it is affected by pressures and-communication blocks .. 
Belknap Room, MUB, 7-9 p.m. · 
SEAWEED SYMPOSIUM.: Mansfield Room, New England Cen-
ter, 8 p.m. Sponsored by the UNH Sea Grant Program for those 
interested in seaweed re5earch. · 
. . 
MUB PUB: .Rick Bean, with funk & bump music for dancio~, 8 
p.m • . 
H~U_ RSDAY, September 23 
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE TENNIS: Bridgewater, Field 
House Courts, 3:30p.m. 
. . .7 
MUSO FILM: "The Lady Vanishes," at 6:30 p.m.; "The Thirty-
Nine Steps," at 9 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB, season pass or 75 
cents for one or both shows. 
I FACULTY RECITAL: Jim West plays late 19th and early 20th 
ce!ltury cornet solos, assisted by pianist Ruth Edwards. Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: "Winslow· Gray," rock & roll band, 8 p.m. 
Canaan Fair Grounds - Canaan, NH 
with 
Gates open Friday 6 PM FREE CAMPING ON SITE 
. Tickets 88.00 m advance, 
810.00 at th~ gate 
Ti~kets available at all Ticketron- Outlets 
Th~ Pantry, Durham, 
Stuart Shaines, Dover & Ports~outh 
or by mail with a stampecl self-addressed envelope and a 
mon~y · order t~ Harvest Festival P 0 Box 70 -Tilton, NH 
03270 
Directions, Rt. 9~:\» Rt 89 to exit 17 
CONCERT BEGl~S AT 10 AM 
\':~ .·\~ 
. ' ~: . : 
. THE NEW HAMPSHIRE Is published and distributed semi-weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are 
located in the Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Phone 868-7561 or 862-1490. Yearly subscription 
$7 .oo Second Class postage paid at Durham, N.H. Total number of copies printed 10,500. • 
EVELYN WIUD REIDlll DYllMICI lllTITITE 




Come to a FREE MINI LESSON at one of the foUowing places 
Tuesday, Sept. 21 at 4:00 & 8:00 p.m. at 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA FRATERNITY HOUSE, Durham 
Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 4:00 & 8:00 p.m. at 
GRANGE HALL, 37 Main Stre'et, Durham 
Thursday, Sept. 23 at 4:00 & 8:00 p.m. at 
DURHAM COMMUNITY CHURCH, Activities Room, Religious Education BldJI. 
Outstanding Student and Faculty Group Rates! 
Serving the Students of Boston and New England for 15 years. 
'Evel~n Woo4 'Reading 'D~namics 
DON'T LITTER .Thi! Paper Ca,.,,.,& Recyc!f!d 
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notices 
t;ENERAL CLUB SPORTS 
SAILING CLUB: Tuesday, September 21, Merrimack. 
o-'ACULTV AND STAFF: If you work with students on a Room, MUB, 1 p.m. . 
egular basis and need a copy of, the student .guidebook "~boodle, please call Ann Cochran, 862-1_524, to request a· SI KARAN KARATE: Tuesday, September 21, Fencing 
..-. Room, New Hampshire Hall, 7 p.m. ~OPY •• 
t:·oREST PARK DAY CARE CENTER: Volunteers are ' 
11eeded tor creative after school programs Monday, Tues-
l:lay Thursday, & Friday, 3: 30-5 p.m. and Wednesdays, , 
12:30-5 p.m. For more information call Jane at 868-7598 
or come to the Day Care Certer, APt. llB, Forest Park. 
TELEPHONE CORRECTION ~· The pay phone number 
•or the Foreign Language Mini Dorm was listed incor-
ectly in caboodle. On page 100, please change the num-
ber from 868-9614 to the correct number 868-9662. 
USED BOOK BUYBACK: Will take place Wed1J._esday, 
!Thursday, & Friday, September 22, 23, & 24 at the·Book-
is-tore· receiving dock. 
ACADEMIC 
REC & PARK MAJORS: There will be a mandatory 
meeting for all recreation and par.ks majors Wednesda¥. 
September 22, Room 216, Hamilton Smith Hall, 7 p.m. 
occurATION'°'L THC:~,..,.y· Mr:::r:::TINl::i: upenmg stu-
dent-faculty meeting Tuesday, September 21, Belknap 
Room, MUS, 1-2 p.m. All occupational therapy students 
lare invited; it is recommended that all freshman attend. 
SPANISH COFFEE HOUR: Every Wednesday, Room 
209, Murklarid Halt, 3:30-4:30 p.m. c Quieres practicar el 
espanol, escu-char musica, beber cafe? Ven a la hora de 
cafe. Cada miercoles. 
SPANISH LUNCH TABLE: Every Monday and Thursday, 
Stillings Dining Hall, 11 :45 ·a.m.-1 p.m. Meal ticket re-
quired or purchase a ticket from t'he secretary in Room 
209, Murkland Hall. i Ven-, come y practica el 
:!SO.a no I! -
MORTAR BOARD: Meeting Thursday, September 23, 
Hillsboro Room, MUB, 4 P.m. 
CREW CLUB: Thursday, September 23~ Carroll-Belknap 
Room, MUB, 8 P.m. Ir 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL CLUB: Tue~day, September 21, 
New Hampshire Hall, 8 p,m. · 
JUDO CLUB: Tuesday, September .21, Wrestling Room, 
Field House, 7:30 p.m. ~ 
TRAP & SKEET CLUB: Tuesday, September 21, Grafton 
Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
CAREER 
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Informal sessions for 
underclassmen and graduating students interested in dis-
cussing and sharing their ideas and concerns apout what 
ttiey....will be doing after ·graduation, Tuesday, ~eptembe.r 
22, R~om 203, Huddleston Han, 6:30 P;m• 
TEACHING CAREER-S DROP-IN: Informal sessions for 
underclassmen and graduating students who would like ta 
~XPlore and discuss c;ireero; in ech1c;atlc:in-hi!achin9, coum:o 
ling., administration. Wednesday, September 22, Room 
203, .. Huddleston Hall, 6: 30 p.m. 
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video 
--tape, lecture and discussion sessions devoted to helpin!;J 
students prepare for employment interviewing. Discussion 
centers around the ''ins-and-outs'~ of the job lntervlew1 
how to prepare for one, how to participate in one, what 
happens after one. Tuesday .. September 28, Career Plan-
ning & P.lacement, Room 203, Huddleston Hall, 6: 30 p.m. 
CLUBS ANp O~GANIZATIONS 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS: Organizational meeting Tuesday, 
September 21, Selknap Room,..MUB, 7 P.m. 
FALL RUSH: Information session for all upperclass and 
transfer women Sunday, September 26, Strafford Room, 
MUS, 7 P.m. Registration f!*! is $2. ~or furtber Informa-
tion call Bobble Hantz, 862-1945. 
STUDENT CAUCUS MEETING: Every Sunday, Hill-
sboro-Sullivan Room, ~UB, 6 p.m. President, Cha1rma~ 
and Vice-Presidents make remarks before 7 p.m. After / 
p.m. agenda items are discussed. See Jim O'Neil or Roger 
Mann, Rooms- 129 and 132, f\l!UB, for an agenda. Com-
ments, ideas, suggestio.ns, etc. are always welcome. , TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION: Meeting Wednes-. 
WOMEN'S CENTER DROP-IN: Every Wednesday after- day, September 22, Grafton Roon:i, MUB, 3 p.m. 
noon at the Women's Center (the red building next to 
Kingsbury Hall), 12:30-4:30 p,m. Bring your lunch and TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION: Free introductory 
meet the staff. ... lecture Thursday, September 23, Room 210, McConnell 
hNFORMATION SESSION: Information provided about 
he University and admissions requirements and policies 
!Saturday, September 25, Room 208, McConnell Hall, 
b.0:30 a.m. Tours of the campus are conducted every 
!Saturday and Sunday when school is in session. They 
eave from the Memorial. Union Building at 2 p:m. 
~TUDY ABROAD PRO.GRAMS: Information on Study 
Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE~ open meeting to dis-
cuss functionS', problems, and ch()nges needed in Student 
Governance Wednesday, September 22, Hillsboro- Sul-
livan Roome, MU~, 1-~ p.mt 
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Organizational meeting to 
hold elections Wednesday, September 22, Room 202, 
Kendall Hall, 7 p.m. 
~broad Programs, scholarships, charter and youth fare WOMEN'S CENTER • Organizationa·1 meeting and film 
~lights, and International Student I D's is available in the ' "Joyce at 34" in the Fer um Room of the library on Wed-




continued from page 1 
extinguishers were stolen," said 
Applebee. 
"This system is too strict," 
said a freshman girl who wished 
-to remain anonymous. "No one 
can just come up and visit you 
without calling first." : 
"I think it will be annoying 
but I don't think it will affect 
the dorm damage bill. l think 
the majority of the damages 
comes from the residents," said 
a senior sociology major who has 
lived in Stoke .three y~ars. ' "I 
may not mind opening the door 
for a friend when I have curlers 
m my hair but going down to1 
·the lobby to ch~ck them in is a ~:w 
different story." 
"I hope it works,'' said Wendy, 
Haering, a RA on the first fioor. 
"Last year there were- some 
guy& in here from UMass and 
they ripped out all the tele-
phones. That wouldn't happen 
with this security system,'' said 
one sophomore boy who did not -
want his name used. 
One freshman girl said she is 
glad for the new system. "I wish 
they had it every night. I don't 
like to have to lock my door just 
.to go down the hall 'to t!_le hath-
STOKE, page 17 
Horse arena ~ 
LIVESTOcK 
continued from page 2 
the job ex,perience next semes-
ter. 11_ the money comes through 
in time, the construction of the 
north end Gf the Center will 
serve as a lab for us this spring." 
Dr. Skoglund estimated it will 
take $7 5 to 100 thousand dol-
lars more to complete the struc-
ture. He is optimistic about .fu-
ture fund raising efforts, though 
he is setting no dates for con-
tinued construction. Skoglund 
envisions the Livestock Activity 
Center as a truly versatile arena 
that will not only meet the 
needs of UNH students, but will 
also serve the whole state~ 
'Previously these functions 
took place in Putnam Pavillion, 
which is a small indoor arena at-
tached to Putnam Hall. It is only 
about half the size of the new 
arena, which severely limited its 
usefulness. "It's just too small to 
work in," said JC Davis, a s~nior 
Animal Science major and presi-
dent of the Horseman's Club. 
"You just can't fit eight horses 
in Putnam and still do anything. 
The new arena is much bigger 
and the footjng is better; in Put-
nam the saw-dust .flooring wa-s so 
dusty that it got hard tO" breathe .. 
And we'll even be able to jump 
in the new arena." · 
Lesley Smith, another Animal 
Science senior, pointed out that 
Putnam was also dangerous to 
ride in:. "With eight horses in 
there, if one of them decides to 
spook, everybody's had it;" she 
said. · 
Mrs. Janet Briggs, head riding 
instructor, agreed that Putnam 
was too small to do much ser-
ious riding in and said, ''l think 
the horses and riders will be in 
much better shape for competi-
tion this spring, now that they 
will be able to coiltinue training 
throughout the winter." Briggs 
also said that she hopes to be 
able to hold an intercollegiate 
horse -show in the arena early 
this spr.mg. She wants to add an-
other riding sectiOn as well. pos-
sibly an evening section for. DCE 
students. With the present stabl-
ing facilities though, Briggs sees 
about 100 riders per semester as 
the maximum - more would 
mean over\vorking the school 
horses. 
W llT Tl RUSI I 
Sarah Vaughan 
Friday~ September 24th - 8:00 p.m. 
U.N.H :~ Field ·House 
.,.......... U.N.H. 9tu4entt 
$J.io 
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BURGER KING · 9,l0# I ~ t:t 
continued from page 1 I .,.f, "Ota"-!.. I 
~;:f~~yco~~in:1etot~o;:~~:~~ ~l!ll!I ~"~ o~ :u• :111.11! ~~ ==-~~b~h!:i 0~n: ml TRIVIA BUFFS i 
Here is an opportunity to test 
ybur skill in answering questions 
about entertainment, sports and· 
history for cash prizes. ~~~~~~~1~1~ I 
the problems that arise with uni- itll First Place ............... ~ ..... SSOO. 
versity vacations. ifa Second Place ................. $200. 
· .. "We will be operating all year ~@ Third Place ........... ." ........ S 100. 
'round, unlike many of the other ?4 
· ::=;;~~~~~!?o~:~.; I :;;;;;;..;;;~~;;r;~: 
. :¥J;:iff~~~E:~~;; I / Sen:k;l:i~•;;:::.~g&q::::~,:·~o: 
. ;~:E~::~~::::: I ~!;~~·0:740 I 
parent lack of competition in fil All prize money on deposit r-~~ 
Durham for their type of fast ~i, Jnd guaranteed for payment in }t/ 
food operation also was a major -~lf®.trt.tmfj&~m®.tt:Rf:Wjfil~Wtlt~ifil!~tti~fil~,fil~:~::1m:;:fa~~*i:::~~t~fil:rm~mrnmtWM#~!~~~W 
reason for their expansion into 




POLYNESIAN REST A UR ANT 
Real Chinese Food 
at a Reasonable Price 
HOURS: ~onday 4:30 PM - 9:00 PM 
Tues - Thurs 11:30 AM· 9:00 PM 
FridAy az. Sriturdsay • 11 ~SO AM - 1 ·SO AM 
Sunday -1:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
48 Third St., Dover 742-0040 
tudents: 
·''We think we have a ·highly 
specialized product and think 
that we do what we do best," 
Murray said. 
· Durham Selectman Lawrence 
O'Connell said that the Burger 
King application was brought to 
the Board of Selectmen last 
spring and was approved May 3. 
Your student ID is worth 10% discount 
on ca8h ·purchases at SHAINES .SHOES! 
"Burger King was granted a 
permit to set up their franchise 
because it was in compliance 
with all local zoning 
ordinances," O'Connell said. 
''This was not a move by the 
Board of Selectmen against the 




BY ~ FOR 
GUYS 
AND GALS! 
•* O'Connell said. "Our job is to grant the building permits if the 
application meets all the town 
ordinances and to make sure all 
zoning is fair. 
"We cannot protect town bus-
inessmen from their competitors 
if the competition is permitted 
use, and this Bl\rger King appli-
cation was in total compliance 
with our ordinances,'' O'Connell 
Or, if you prefer SHAINES will be glad 
to open charge accounts for UNH students! 
~id. . SHAINES SHOES 
BURG ER KING, page 16 
CAMPUS USE WORKSHOP II 
-Campus Use Workshop II is being planned for 
·. October 1, 1976, at t~e New England .Center. 
· The intent is to continue an ongoing ·dynamic 
planning process to· attain maximum use of 
campus and community··resources. The focus 
.of_attehtion will be the development of specific 
goals for all persons and groups who utilize , 
or have an interest in the exterior campus/ 
community environment. 
All persons interested in attending should contact 
George Pellettieri 
Landscape Architei:t 
Division of Physical Plant 0 & M 
at 862-1420 
by no later than Monday,. September 27, 1976. 
• 
Open Friday Nights 
429 Central Ave. Dover 
110 Congress St., Portsmouth 
MOPEDS .. 
Shift, is what you don't have to do on our gas saving 
Cimatti Motorized Bike. Powered by a 2 cycle, 
single cylinder Minarelti engine and weighing only 
96 pounds, the Cimatti gets an a·mazing 125-150 mpg. 
lts low price puts it within reacti of young and old alike . 
So act now, and get shiftless! 
DICK .PENT A'S 
AUTO WORLD 
160 SO. Main St. 
"at the foot of Rochester Hill" 
CALL TODAY 332-0506 
Ne~ Hampshire's No. 1 Moped Dealer 
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ISe~rsl 
·3 things that every 








a. An 8-digit sli(le rule calculator can make tl~e difference 
in the speed and accuracy with which you soh-e complex 
·problems. \Vork square roots, squares, reciprocals in-
stantly. 4-key memory lets you work 2 problems at once. 
Has percent key, floating <lecimal and large green digital 
display. With case. Runs on hatteri~s (included). Op-
tional adapter arnilahle. 
_ b. Reg. $29.99 . Full slicle-.-ule ealeulator with scientific nota· 
tion, 4-key memory. Runs on batteries (included). Op-
tional adapter available . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.99 
2. 
3. 
You can SAVE '60 on our 
Electric I typewriter 
SALE 99?2lar 
$159.99 
Term papers, lab re1;orts, e:'says-it's hard _to reduce your 
typing load, but you can make your job easier with Sears 
Ele·ctric 1 portable. Has witle 12 inch carriage with pre-set 
tab positions for fast-~olumn work. With 3 ,Jifferent re-
peat keys, stan<lard pica type. Typewriter co,-er included. 




Don't limit y01irself to dorm room furniture. Expand 
your storage space with ·Sears 4-shelf steel shelvi~g unit. 
Walnut-color unit will accommodate stereo equipment, 
records, book~. Has ad.instable sh eh-es, decorative end 
, panels. Comes unassembled. 
Salt> 1n-i~Ps in t>.ff t"ct throuµ-h Octi>hf"r 2, 1976 Ask about Sears Credit. Plans 
SEAHS, ROEBUCK AND CO. A-rnilahlf" in larp;er Sears Rf"tail Stores and Catalo~ · 
I 
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White House 
JOURNALISTS 
continued from page 3 
She wants to gain insight into 
the influence of the press during 
a national election. 
All three of the students are 
paying their own way and work-
ing without pay. 
Susan Mercandetti, a forml;!r 
UNH student helped make the pro-
gram possible. She made the ini-
tial inqueries concerning the in· 
ternship program with her cur-
rent employers at the White 
House news summary office. 
After they expressed iQterest an 
arrangement was made with the 
s,eeeh and Drama d"partments 
and the students were selected 
late this summer. 
Mo-peds 
MOPEDS 
vt;i ' ~ zi,l c~ml!)J'. . ~rottalffiJULo, U4Mtt~m5 
requirements for mopeds and . - ~Al~ e;.E~ 
!~!:.are not required to register T¥LE~ ~A-b7 
continued from page 1 
the rnopeders were rebellious 
"Easy Riders". Others just 
gawked, -thinKing that the 
helmetless riders would surely be 
apprehended by the authorities. 
Few people realized that 
everything was perfectly legal, 
except for the police. Some peo-
ple still do not know what a mo-
ped is or their legality. 
Required equipment on the 
· machines are a horn o_r bell, , ,/ •.&. r ,, ~. ~L -t' ffb "'f 
good brakes, reflectors, and head t1J.\.17 Ol\t" ~'~ J' J'-" V ~ •n~::~1.1~g:ts ~~~ n~:t ~~~~ r (\t1attn1 re-,~T\.4Ef7l«i'5A~.L_ ,? 1 !.?o a~ywhere-except on city or town ..._ !' ·!J~ , • . _ ,, ,, 
sidewalks or on any highway '-liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;~;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;;~ 
Helmets, eye and face 
protection are not required on 
mopeds by law as they are for 
motorcy~les, although they are 
recommended by Richard M. 
Flynn~ commissioner of safety, 
and Fredric N. Clarke, Jr., direc-
tor of IIDt.cm vehicles. They also 
recommend wearing bright 
colored clothing, or running 
with the headlights on to make 
the small vehicles easily visible 
by other motorists. 
Any licensed operator or com-
mercial operator 16 years of age 
or over may use a meped. No 
motorcycle license is required. 
The motorized bicycles must 
be registered and display a 
special moped plate issued by 
the Director of Motor Vehicles. 
A registration may be obtaine4 
directly from the Motor Vehicle 
Division in Concord, for three 
dollars. 
There are no inspection 
which ·is posted against their use: · ' 
Operators must follow all traf-
fic rules and regulations 
applicable to the operator of a 
motor vehicle. 
Mopeds promise to be a 
regular sight on the side of New 
Hampshire's roads. With this in 
mind, many people are taking 
advantage of the recent moped 
legislation by starting moped 
rental businesses, dealerships, 
and repair shops. In the Durham 
area many such moped establish-
ments are springing up already. 
Dave's .Cycle Shop in Hampton 
handles Garelli mopeds, Dover 
Auto Supply deals Batavus 
motorized bicycles, and the 
Exxon Station in Durham sells 
Puch models. 
New Hampshire is just one of -
many states in the nation to 
have enacted specific legislat.ion 
defining and governing motoriz-
ed bicycles. Massachusetts 
recently passed such a law, but 
Maine has not done so yet. 'Bills 
are presently pending in inany 
other states. ' 
HEAD 
I 
HUNTERS 11 · 
35 Main St. 
Durham 
~. 868-0016 
Get Your Money,,'s Worth 
Billboard No. 1 LP $3. 99 
$4. 99 for Double Album 
81l.lboer.d ~o. 2 tllru 20 $4.59 
$5.26 for Double Album 
Most Others $4. 99 
Prompt service on SpeClal Orders 
~< 
XANADISC RECORD ·& TAPE SHOPPE 






Q.,. l:ntu. StocL o/ 






Men'• - Women's - Children's - Shoes 
e Much of this merchandise-can be 
wom ALL YEAR 'ROUND. 
<arroU.Reed 
THE tennis people PRESENT 
,- \ .. ... 
~-t---'t--'1--_,.__....__. 4- .. --.... • • • 
w::-\~'t--\-~r-\-~,.._L~ '.. . ~ • • 
..-i-r-t--t-+--h\--l-~ ' -~ ' +. ~ ....,... ~\ . . .. 
-~ ~ . ' . . 
-: • ·j T 
" ~ " ' . 
JERRY LEWIS CINEMAS 
Lafayette Rd. Ports .. 
on·ly mins. from UNH 
Cin. 1 7,9 pm Sept. 22-28 
the ultintate trip 




Discount to UNH students 
with UNH ID. 
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editorial---
A new policy must be worked out 
A lot ~f Stoke residents ' are objecting to the new . 
sign-in system recently implemented in the dorm. 
They have legitimate reasons for beefing, but the sit-
uation in 11The Zoo" has become so bad that, at least 
for the time being, the system is a good one. 
Stoke residents should realize they have three alter-
natives: either try to make the system work, come up 
with a viable alternative and reduce their huge dorm 
damage bill or let th_ings go as they have always gone 
and cough up the money at the end of each semester. 
For as the old saying goes, 11 lf yuu w·ant to dance, 
you've got to pay .the fiddler!' 
And there has been a lot of dancing in Stoke over 
the years. ·Six · thousand. dollars worth just last year. 
Just why is Stoke The Zoo? There are three reasons: 
its size. its reside_nts and its reputation 
The gargantuan size of that structure lends itself to 
destruction. It is so big ancl so oppressive it prac-
tically asks to be knocked down to a more human.istic 
size. Also,ihaving over 700 residents under one roof is 
asking for damage. It is simply too many people for 
one structure. ' 
The make-up of the residents is also a factor. There 
are few persons who ask to live in Stoke, at least as 
incoming freshmen. It is the place where people are 
put: who apgJied_for other dorms but could not get 
in them ·. 
Many resent being stuck in The Zoo and retaliate 
liy defa.cing a wall, ripping out a fire extinguisher, 
puncturing a roof tile or doing one of a thousand 
other damaging deeds. By damaging Stoke, they think 
they are in fact hurting the people 'responsible for · 
sticking them there - - THE ADMINSITRATION 
(otherwise l<nown as THE .BAD GUYS). 
How can that be alleviated? The new policy will · 
not do it, for it will not stop a resident from commit~ ' 
ting damage. And many residents do commit darri!lge.-
The only solution to that problem :iecm:i to b~ t.o tt!ar 
Stoke down and build four or five normal-sized 
dorms, but that will never happen in our college 
careers because of finances. 
What about outsiders wh~ damage Stoke? It is 
doubtful there are many people who, with nothing to 
do on a Saturday night, say, "He.,z., wily don't we get 
cocked and go over to Stoke and kick the hell ·OL1 of 
it!' But there are non-residents who do damage it. 
Stoke's reputation seems to be the major cause of 
that. Everyone who comes to UNH hears about The 
Zoo and figures it is the place to go to get rowdy. 
And why not? It is so big and has so many avenues of 
escape that it is the perfect place to commit damage 
and get away without being caught. There, that 
damned size again. 
The designers of the new policy hope to eliminate 
outsider damage. And if the plan is administered as 
intended, it should accomplish that. Then theoretic-
ally, any. damage done will be done by residents, who 
de~erve to foot the bill for their-own damage. 
But the ~pponents of the policy have a point, too. 
The plan ts oppressive to their lifestyle which 
becau_se they live in Stoke, is bad enough al~eady. I~ 
penal1z~s them for living in a dorm that many of 
t.hem dtd not want to inhabit in the first place. 
It is unlikely adminis:tr;itor.G: will chanse their mind::; 
· unless Stoke residents can either come up with some 
other plan or police the dorm themselves. As a Stoke 
aluf!lnus, we saw the latter attempted unsuccessfully 
~nd doubt it would work now, unless a~ overwhelm-
ing overwhelming majority of Stoke's residents are 
strongly again_st the sign-in policy and have the initia-
tive to do something constructive about it. · -
If that is the case, Stokers, let the Residence Office 
peo~le ~own~tairs -kno~ about it-not by pennying 
Davi~ Bianco s door or putting black shoepolish on 
the .staff's toilet seat, but by walking in with an alter-
n~tive t~at both you and the administration can live 
With. , 
letters----
~1 '\'Ri ~NY l\Tiet\\\\ON \o rT, U\D. 
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To the editor: 
We are looking for fellow 
vegetarian workers. If you are or 
would like to be involved in 
some sort of vegetarian action 
on your campus would you let 
us know. . 
This fall there will be a net-
work of UNTURKEY or vegetar-
ian Thanksgiving public dinners 
around t.lle country. Vegetarian 
Thanksgivings save grain for 
some 01 the 50 million hunbtry, 
save animals from going 
terrorized to a~ unjust death, 
save hum ans from the food 
poisoning, intestinal cancer 
kidney desease, and othe; 
hazards of animal flesh. 
The laboratories on your cam-
pus, if it is a typical one, are in-
volved in some of the kinds of 
research which have happened 
elsew:tere. . 
E.G., At the University of 
California at San Diego, pigs are 
forced to run a treadmill till 
they drop of exhaustion. 
. At Harvard several year's ago, 
pigs were dropped alive into 800 
degree. boiling oil for eventual 
compilation as research in The 
Symposium on Burns. 
At the Univ~rsity of 
Rochester, at Wayne State etc., 
dogs were strapped into Blalock 
Press~s and into crash cars, to 
see how much pressure could be 
taken 1fefore · bones broke and 
skulls were crushed. 
We are animal liberationists, 
world hunger activists and 
disease fighters. All can be ac· 
complished through vegetarian 
. work, either. 011 campus or with 
us. We work for $5 a week and 





To the Editor: 
The New Ham~hire report 
about my resignation merits clar· 
ifica ti on. Having made the 
choice to return to teaching and 
research I cannot combine these 
acti vit i_es sa ti sf actorily with . 
tho~ of a full-time. administra· 
tive position. Although the dan· 
ger exists that one could lose 
perspective if one stays in a poli-
cy making position for too long, 
I do not believe that I have lost 
that perspective. As a matter of 
fact,. 'I plan to lead the \Vhitte-
more School; with the support 
of the faculty, into new develop-
ments this year. 
Sincerely yours, 
Jan E. Clee 
Dean 
Bravo 
To the Editor: 
BRAVO! I was very delighted 
by your forward, truthful and 
uncompromising editorial(Sept. 
18) concerning UNH's long tra· 
dition of "looking over their 
shoulder" policies before reach-
ing decisions. It's a sad state of 
affairs when pedple are motiva-
ted through fear of reprisals 
rather than their consciences. 
But jobs are tough to find these 
days ..•• and you can~t be too cri-
t_ica.l of people trying (through 
perjuring themselves) to keep 
theS job's. However, keep confi-
. dent ... Boss Loeb's re1gn 011 New 
Hampshire is waning and New 
Hampshire is soon to have a new 
governor. 
Congratulations on a much-
-needed e<}itorial, undoubtably 
expressions of the truth such as 
yours will work to degrade 
Loeb's pseudo-prestige as well as 
awaken many Administrators to 
the errors in their fearful 
decision-making processes. 
Roger Cole '7 6 
The New Hampshire requires 
that all letters to the editor 
include the writer's full name 
address, and telephone num-
ber for verification. We will 
withhold names from publi-
cation on requesto Letter 
should not be over 500 wordL. 







ouldn 't- you like your pare~ts 
r-your dog or your goldfish to 
kno!AJ what goes on at UNH? · 
send tliem a subscription • ·-. 
details in room 154 MUB 
Blood drive 
To the_EJitor: 
Dear Pretenders. Are you 
weary, feeling unwanted and be-
set by many problems with the' 
opening of the academic year? If 
so, I have some great news for 
you. 
There . will be a lovely touch of 
magic in the air at our fir.st Dur-
ham Red Cross blood drive 
Sept.27- 30, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 
the Memorial Union Building, as 
we portray for you the make-
-believe world of "The Wonder-
ful· Land of Oz." 
There will be-a touch of magic 
in the air because you always 
come when we need you--a-nd we 
· need you now to walk down the 
Yellow Brick Road with us and 
our storybook friends. 
We need you to give that 
special magic that is yours alone 
to give. We want you, too, to 
leave knowing we love ·you for 




Your Durham Red. Cross ·Blood 
Chairman 
-Stoke 
To the editor: 
By way of introduction we are 
a resident of Stoke Hall and an 
ex-resident of that dormitory 
who have--been closely' associated 
with the dorm government. 
Recently the Director of Resi-
dential Life, David Bianco, 
mandated that some excessively 
harsh rules go into effect 
immediately. In general these 
rules deal with the conduct of 
residents with regard to the con-
the new hampshire 
making of excessive noise. As 
two year residents of Stoke we 
realize that these are problems in 
Stoke Hall, especially at the 
beginning of the year. 
What we take exception with 
are not the 11ew regulations, per 
se, but rather the method in 
which they were presented. 
These paternalistic edicts are 
couched in phrases such as: "will 
be evicted," "QUICK prosecu-
tion,., "NO MORE HAND 
SLAPS," "ban_ning of stereos 
from cerU!in rooms," and the 
massive contradiction in terms 
or-dering that, "we WILL have 
community." (All word 
emphases come from Mr. 
Bianco's-set of rules.} 
We resent that we as college 
students are able to be treated in 
this demeaning fashion. The 
Director has not, and will not, 
solve the problems of the dormi-
tories - by continuing In a 
negative outlook. In fact, this 
attitude adds to problems. 
Residents are adults and should 
be treated accordingly. 
The University is here to serve 
students who pay for that 
privilege (at least in part). Were 
'it not for students Mr. Bianco 
and other administrators would 
·be out of jobs. Maybe this 
should be kept in mind. 
.::_Frank K. Toto Stoke 307 
!Paul F. Drisc9ll Pi Kappa Alpha 
Wf.Ll.,~EDO'I, ·nu:> 'TE~M 
\? "-L~.:e.A.tJY p.. Rof' fa£ 
r-.\e, ~'l ~\\EOUL:.f. ~ -::C.~E.WE.t> LIP, t-\'f ~~ 
\~UN'f.. Go°' \..D~-r__ \~5 ~USf 




DURHAM - May 10, 1976 - Bill and Mary are two_UNH sopho-
mores. They are walking towards the Keg Room. 
"I can't believe another year is almost over," sa-ys Mary. 
"I know. Next year, P11 be living off-campus," .Bill says. "I've 
had enough of the dorm life," 
"Yeah. Well, I'm · gonna stay i~ Christensen,'~ Mary says. 
"They've Pi!Ssed . a 24-hour visitation policy for the dorm, so its 
gonna make it a lot better. A lot of my friends were planning on 
moving out, but now we're all s,taying in the dorm; It's ridiculous 
the way some of these dorms are with visitation and parietals. I 
think its really gonna make a lot of kids look upon dorm life 
with a better attitude, 
"DRAC has worked for a couple of years on this 24-hr. visita-
tion thing, They've researched it extensively. It I sn't a"radical pro:-
posal when you consider the thought that went into it and the 
living situations at most other colleges. -
· "l~m justglad the administration is coming around and realizing 
that the i tudonts can handle Jiving with the appo&ite &e.x 
maturely," Mary says. 
"I'm ready for a change from dorms, though," Bill says. 
uwhat are you going to do for transportation," asks Mary. 
"You don't have a car, do you?" -
"No, but the Kari-Vans run right by my_ place in Dover every 
hour. I'm not going to have any problem getting into school. 
Also~ even wJth a car, parking is such a hassle in the morning that 
the Kari-Van is the best way to go. I hope they increase the 
schedule. It sure would herp the parking situation." 
· "Yeah! :Did you hear that they give out something li~e 9,000 
parking registrations for only 4,000 spaces on campus? That's 
crazy," says Mary. -
"That's why I take the Kari-Yan." Let's go into the Keg Room 
for a beer." . 
"Sure." 
"What are you taking for courses," Bill asks after ordering two 
darks. ' 
"Well, I'm scr~wed," Mary says. "l've_been here two years set-
ting up my schedule to take one science-math credit a year. Lwas 
gonna take Bio 401 n~xt fall, but all of a sudden I hear its no 
lon~r a science · fulfillmen.t for liberal arts students." 
"No. No. That's just for freshmen coming in next fall. It 
doesn't affect us at all." 
"Oh god! Where did you 'hear that? I already pre-registered and 
had to take a math course. I stink in math." 
"1 don't know," Bill says. "I read it in The New Hampshire or 
something. Boy, they sure can mess things up for people around 
here." · 
"I know, nothing's ever made clear to the students. I'm gonna 
have to go down to the registrar. Pm glad I mentioned it to you." 
"Yeah. Hey, did you hear about needing a _"C" on all pass/fail 
courses now?" Bill asks. "If you take a course for a grade and you 
get a "D", you pass the course and get credit. If you take it 
pass/fail and get a "D", you fail the course. It doesn't make 
sense." 
"Yes, I know. But a lot of kids in my classes in the past really 
goo~ed off when they took it pass/fail. It made the class seem 
slow moving at times." 
·"sure, some kids will always do that," Bill says. "But l know 
there are a lot of people, myself included, who use the pass/fail to 
take a- course outside their ma)or because they ·are really in-
terested in the subject, but don..,t have .time to put thier full effort 
into it because of other courses or outside acitviti~s like sports or 
c,lubs or student organizations." 
·"I guess it punishes the good students more than anyone." 
DURHAM - Sept. 10, 1976 - "I can~t believe it!" Mary says to 
Bill as they wait in line to buy books. They changed the visitation 
·policy. just before school ended. I never heard 'about it." 
11Yeah. And did you hear that they reduced the Kari-Van 
schedulei?l have to wait hours in fro-nt of my house now to catch 
the bus. I think I might buy a car." 
"They sure can screw -things up around here,.,, Mary says. 
"Yeah, they sure can screw things up." 
Wf.L.L •. ."l"t\E E.~~LO'/t-\1:.r.JT 
~GE.NC'f Wfc\E 1'"\-\\";> WEE" 
10 ":>~'/ \\-\EV Fll\ll\LLY 
FOUND ~A SOMM.f~JOB , 
,\ . ~ 




You'll be glad · 
.vou've got a 
boot this good! 
* ALL SIZES IN STOCK · 
* UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE 
Wilderness Trails 
wilderness campil\Cf. backpacking. and 
. ski touri~ e.qutpment l 
pet tee brook lane -
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Sea Grant projects 
SEA GRANT . . Falmouth Mass. in the blood. 
continued from pagt: 2 . Murdoch said the Sea Grant . Weidknecht felt that th~re was 
of May when the course ende~. program evolved in the 1960s . not eno~gh time availa~le to ac-
The. t~n·year old ocean eng1- much like the land Grant col- tualfy work on the pro1ect. "We 
neering projects course is funded leges developed during the didn't get our budget approved 
by Sea Grant, a division of the 1860s. "The land gra.nt institu- until the end of the first semes-
National Oceanographic and At- tions were designed to solve pro- ter, 0 she said. "We could only 
mos p h eric Administration blems of agriculture. Sea Grant do literary research. Everything 
(NOAA).. is designed to apply our know- had to be done second semes-
Accordmg to Murdoch, a num- ledge towards solving problems ter." 
ber ¢ projects' have ~chieved na- related to the ocean 11 Murdoch Weidknecht said she would 
ti9nal recogrtition, particularly said. · I ik.e to- see the projects con-
t he EDALHAB {Engineering UNH is in ~ooperation with tinue<;f. ''Most of them are 
Design and Analysis Laboratory the University of Maine with a · scrapped when the oourse ends," 
Habitat). In 1970 - 1971, UNH total budget of $850,000. she said. "It seems like a waste,". 
students lived for four days un- Anita Weidknecht, a ser.ior e- She added that she would have 
der 50 feet of water Jn the lectrical engineering major from liked to finish up her project on 
ED AL HA 8 off the Isles of Dover" worked on a nitrogen em- her own this past summer, but 
S h o a I s . C u r rent I y the bolism detector project, a device Sea Grant had riot allocated the 
EDALHAB is at the Wood's that could be.used by scuba di- money for her. "It was frustra• 
durham. new hampshire o382it tel. 868-5584 -Hole Oceanographic Institute in vers to wam them of air bubbles ting, 11 she said. 
~::;(\\ 
GRAND 
.,..~' OPENING ···.:,:}'~~,,,,~~ FRIDAY SEPT t4 
.,,~ ~ 
/·~ ..,~ NEY ENGLAND 
.. ·~ ~ SPECIALTIES 
Seafood - V egetarlan Dishes 
Tues -- S•t. 5 -. 1130 PM 
1.1hc Univcridty Food Co-op .will have a 
for the .76/77 year in Rm. ,-320 
next to the East-West Lounge, 
THURS Sept 23 at ·7 pm. 
Sign up for Co-op members 
will be Mon Sept 27 at 7pm. · 
in the Hillsborough/Sullivan 
Rooms of the MUB. 
S~NDAY: ROAST IBEEF BANQUET . I "~· -~-'-' 
For further info contact D~vid Nelson Ser•ed 1 - 6 PM Onfy $!.t5 NO COVER 
LIVE MUSIC MIGHTLY NO MINIMUM 664-9644 (dinnertime) ,. 
WUNH The all new and exciting 
RAMADA INN 
I 
~ I G~neral Meeting • comes to you live with Top Show Groups • 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
for any new people , 
interested 
' 
in · any facet of radio 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
. T~esday, Sept. 21 





from around the country. 
6-night~ a week 
Mon -- Sat 
8:30 - 12:30 
! : Wed night - Ladies' Night 
Sun Night - Champagne Disco Night 
11 with Duncan Dewar of WHEB 
Social Hour 5 - 7 PM Mon-· Fri 
-Free hors-d'oeuvres 
Also -- Restaurant -- Luncheon -- Dinner 
RAMADA INN 
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.FALL - RUSH 
for all upperclass and 
transfer women. Sign-ups 
and information, Sunday 
Sept 26, Strafford Room, 
MUB at 7:00 PM' 
Registration fee $2.00 
Questions? 








THOUSANDS ON FILE 
Send $1.00 for your u-p·to-date, 
192-page~ mail order catalog. 
11926 Santa Monica Blvd. 






(formerly Mexican Overdrive) 
Fri - Sat AND 
PAPA JOHN KOLSTAD 
LATE SHOW Fri Sept 24, 11:00 




SOC!ETY , OF POETS ,Js 
compiling a hoof of_ poems. 
If you have written a poem 
and would like our selection 
committee to consider it for 
publicatiorr, send your poem 
and a self-addressed 
~tamped el?velope to: ' / Enclosed is $1 .00. Please rush the catalog to: 
I 
Name ________ ~-- MASSAJ:HUSETl'S SOCIETY 
OFPO~S Address----------
City ____ ,-------1 
State----,------ Zip ___ ! 
230 Congress St. ·, Suite 206 
~oston," Massachusetts 02110 




pre-paid class ad form 
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: ··--·- ___ _ 
--······-·------ - ----------..---
----------------------~------~,--··--- .•. -
PLEASE PRINT MUST Bl!: PREPAID 
1'"1RST INSERTION: $1.00 for30 words or less; $.50 for each 15 words ;xtra. 
EA6H CQNSE~UTIVE INSERTION : $.25 Maximim number of runs: 6. 
Telephone nuqibets and dates count as one word; hyphenated words count as two. 
Mist.abs on our p!._rt merit one additional run. 
Amt. t-ncl.: TO RUN TIMES. 
Make Checks. p_ayable .to: The New Hampshire, Rm. 151: ~oriaJ Union. 
PAGE THIRTEEN 
TIN PALACE BREAKFAST 








Come by and register for a· FREE ring! 
Drawing will be held at 3:00 
o? Thursday, ~ept. 23 in the MUB. 
SSSSSSSSSSSISSSSSSSS ii' 
(A deposit of $3.00 is all that is required.) 
Balance not due until rings are delivered. (6-8 weeks) 
SPONSORED BY 
SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIET 
-classified ads 
for sale help wanted 
----------,------ - Wanted Tutors - - Area Math 
For Sale: 1969 Volkswagen Bug, !Science, and English} for the ABC 
Auto. transmission, New Brakes !Program in Dover. C ients are High 
good tires, recent paint job, solid jSchool Boy s, Highly motivated1• but· bod.:v. Asking $650. Call Dick- in need of constant tutoring. Cau Dr. 
-Hubbard· Hall 3()4 868-9897 or Porter. 862-1221. 
2-1738. ------------
For sale: 1974 Fiat 128 Wagon. 
AM /FM, radial tires, front wheel 
drive rack and pinion steering, 
41,00b miles. Excellent condition. 
Best offer. Call Gary 868-9723 or 
862-1296. 
Bike For Sale: Fuji Finest; totally 
alluminum frame . . once used fer 
racing. Weight 21 lbs-. No rust, quick 
release wheels, tubular tires. Nice 
lightweight Bike. $225 . Call 
679-8616. 
· For Sale: 1968 Rambler American, 
good gas mileage, runs w.ell, needs a 
little work for inspection. $250.00 
will negotiate, Call Mark 7 42-7996. 
For Sale: 1970 Volkswagen Fast-
back 311. Great ' Engine.z. Needs body 
wosk. New Brakes. '11400.00 Call 
Richard at 868-2541 days 
1·207-384-2434 nites, 
Lead Guitarist wants work with band 
- anything but C & W - Call 
742-2961, ask for Wayne. 
lost & found 
Found-Shepard like pup on 
Edgewood Rd. Durham. Will hold 
for 10 days and if not claimed - THE 
POUND! Call 868-27~7. 
LOST - Gold Bangle Bracelet (twis-
ted) ,vicinity of library T-Hall and 
MUB.- Please return to MUB Lost and 
1Found. Must find - Has Personal Value. REWARD2 
If a red and black checked lumber jacket is found,_ please contact Chris 
Moiling 868-28u0. The jacket and its 
contents are important for warm th 
this fall and winter. 
rides 
1975 Chevy Van 350-4brU,_ Green, 
Heavy duty suspension , 27 ,uOO mi. 
and extras. $3800. Hink- 868-9608. Ride wanted to Schenectady, N. Y. on Friday,_ Oct. 1 and returning Sun-
day the ;:srd. Will split gas and/or 
1972 (;'hevy Ve"~ Station wagon. ~u. driving. Call Sandy at 749-2842 
- evenings, 4 speed, 2nd owner w /snowtires, 35 
mpg, engine fine shap~ 581500. No Ride desperately needed from denu. $900. call uavia Nelson Newmarket to Dover every Monday 
664,9644. ·wednesday and Friday. Mornings'h il 
possible between 6 : 30 and 7:i:SO. 
F'or Sal!: 15!66 Volvo station wagon. •Contact Debbie after 5:00 p.m., $375. Call evenings, 926-8570. . 659-3613. d ;,Need• some work but runs pretty wen. an ... 
1970 Volkswagen Bus. Sound 
running condition. $600, call New-
ington 436-5290. . 
NIKON F-2 NEW• used less than 
100 exp. with 50 mm l.4f le lens. 
MUST SELL - Asking $475. Call 
JENNY 207-646-5325. Also Gossen 
Vario Six lightmeter electronic..1 vari-
able field. Mint $49. Nikkor ;i5mm 
. f3.5 pc- Perspective Control, perfect 
$200. 
Water bed mattress needed badly! I 
have the frame and beater etc ••• Just 
need the .miatue.s' Help! Please write:~n Carey, .LS Cushing St., 
. Dover,_ NH 03820 or call Hink at 
868-9t>08. 
FREE KITTENS! 4 adorable 
orange males. Litter-trained, 7 weeks. 
Call 868-5046. 
. Wanted: small, used refrigerator, 
cheap, call - 86H781. Ask for Joan 
or Cheryl in room 537. 
PAGE FOURTEEN 
New at Town .and Campus 
Kodak 
Darkroom Supplies 
Very Competitive Pri_ces 
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Bookstore prices 
I BOOKSTORE 
continued from 2 
par(ment, Jo act as a liason· 
between faculty and bookstore. 
Space is one of the book-
store's main problems, and 
necessitates holding bookrush in 
Snively Arena. The bookstore 
started this semester with over 
half a million books, about half 
were sold in Snively, the rest 
were moved over this past week-
end back to 'Hewitt Hall, the 
bookstore's normal location. 
Hookrush has only been held 
in Snively for about three years. · 




Hall, and "Bookrush was pretty the bookstore can get a bigge1 
mis e r ab 1 e , e s p e c i a 11 y in ·building, to hold not only book-
F e b ruary" remembered one rush, but other student; items 
employee. ''The lines sometimes · "similar to what the Harvard 
went way up around Paul Arts C.Oop offers. So you won't nave 
Center". to go down town to buy tooth-
pas_ te". -~ · Ten years ago, when the stii- . 
dent, population was consider- Meanwhile, as the cost of 
bl n H •tt H 11 b" books go up even faster than 
a Y sma er-, ewt a was ig tuition, the student would do 
enough. It offered a more corp- ·well .to look into other means of prehensive assortment of . sup~ 
plies, such as toothpaste, sweat~ b.ook buying. Go to libraries, 
T d used book stores, book ex-schirts, art skupplies. ()'~n an . · changes, look for sales on 
am pus too over these items as bu lletiii boards borrow from 
the bookstore became _ more . your friends. You might even crampe~. _ consider talking to your pro-
C hilds, hopes that somed.ay fesSo/. · 
W edli_esclay, Sept 22 
·.7.9 PM Belknap RQom, MUB 
film. SEXU~~ITY ii COMMUNICATION" . 
: . ·· ~'entertaining ••. fnfor~ti~ve.:.:·how to improf!e relationahlps ••• .. 
' . 
· communieation f)~cks.:. : informati~ri t;m sexual respome cyc_les. •• " 
. ~ . ~ . . . 
Sponsor~d ~y Human Se~lity Center _ Hood ·House ~--
SELL IT IN 
\ 
THE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 





Wed at noon -
Friday issue 
Fri at 4 pm -
Tuesday· issue 
Roo,m 154 - MUB. 
-..~-. 
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Thursday night thrillers 
brought to you .by MUSO 
By Casey Holt _ 
Don't forget that Thursday 
night _The Lady Vanishes before 
she takes The Thirty-nine Steps· 
and it will only cost you $. 7 5 to 
see one or both of these momen-
tous movies. 
What is being said here is 1Jtat 
MUSO is showing these two 
Hitchcock thrillers in the Straf-
ford Room on the above-
mentioned day, starting at 6:30 
for the ridiculously low prtce 
already quoted. It's one show 
only, So get there at 6:30 if you 
want to see both films. -
The · Thirty-nine Steps is the 
story of Richard Hannay's ef-
forts to clear himself of a mur-
der -charge- and break up a spy 
ring at the same time. 
All the time he's trying to ac-
complish this, Pamela, th-e beau';. 
tiful blond, is trying to foil his 
plans. Part of the time she's even 
handcuffed to him, 
The movie is alive with subtle -
humor and sexual innuendo·. 
Hitchoock's timing is fantastic, 
as d&_monstrated by the cut fro_m 
"The landlady's 
screams could 
shame a train." 
the landlady finding the 
mysterious Miss Smith's body to 
the s~ot of -a train emerging 
from a tunnel. The audio pcnt-
ion is hilarious. --
The Lady Vanishes comJ)ines-· 
comedy and melodrama to keep 
the viewer in suspense. It's the 
story of Iris Henderson's search 
for the elderly matron (Miss 
Froy) she met on a train jour-
ney. Miss rroy has disappeared 
while Iris napped, and all the 
other passengers disavow. any 
knowledge of seeing her at all. 
Some of the ·passengers go so 
far as to suggest that Iris is tem-
porarily daft, due to being hit on 
the head with a flowerpot at the 
station. But she feels that some-
one beside herself was meant to 
be potted. 
Both· of these 1930's films are 
ed'terta:ining, and Hitchcock 
buffs should have a lot of fun. 
But.,even if you're not a buff, 
MUBO flicks make for a good 
time. It's: a cheap way to break 
the ice with that lusciou1a person 
down the hall. 
PAGE FIFTEEN 
Sarah Vaughan 
coming to UNH 
Sarah Vaughan is coming to the UNH Field House Friday night 
for what could be one of the best concerts of the year. 
SCOPE and the UNH Cultural Events Comuttee are co-sponsor-
ing the concert, which will be Miss Vaughan's only New England 
appearance of her current coast-to-coast tour. 
Frarik Sinatra once- said of Miss Vaughan that she 1s "A singer 
that sings.so. goQd, I want to cut my W?ISt With a dull blade .and l~t­
her sing me to death1 " and she was Playboy maJaZme'S favorite fe-
male singer m 197 4. 
Taking into consideration that Smatra's English suffers a little 
and Playboy forgot to run a picture, those are pretty good refer-
ences. 
. Since Miss Vaughan was discovered by Billy Eckstine at the 
Apollo Theatre 111 Harlem at the age of eighteen, she has become 
one of the world's leadmg jazz singers. 
H~r VUIC~ range uwers Llle UULes Of Ll\~ _ sup.rano - dOWll LO Ule a119'"; 
and she has a spontaneity and warmth tltat e1ideats her ~to her audt· 
ences. . , . 
· Of her ,chdtces -m mlli;ic ~1J.ss Vaughan says "We are going 
through a period now where so many performers are mvolverl with 
social message songs. As fur me, I really groove on songs about · 
love. Love your man; love your ne1ghbm, love your fellow man. 
And that's about as soe1al ~s 1 get with,my music." 
Student tickets are $3.50, general $6, and· the doors open at 
seven o'clock. Don't miss Sarah Vaughan. 
Madeleine .Carroll and Robert Donat enjoy a break in The 
Thirty-nine Steps. 
• 
.------------------------------------pre-view This week marks the beginning of the new season for much of the network .................. ) 
-programming, so if yo_u get. a cbance, you might want to View the tube. 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 
This week's SVTO program is rh·e Gl'adia.~rs, a futuristic 
depiction of Saturday night TV wars. Coos Rm.- of the 
MUB, 12-3 p.m. . 
A talk by C.H. Leighion of the Classics department entitled 
The Hom eris Epics will be given in Richards Auditorium, 
Murkland ~all, from 11 a.rn.-12:30 p.m. , 
Last night for One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. 6:30 and 
9 at the Franklin. Are you going to rn iss it? 
Remember Rich Man, Poor Man? How cou Id you forg~et, 
ri~ht? ·Part Two begins tonight with a two hour· prern iere. 
9 p.rn. on 5 and 9. 
Henry Winkier strips -Iris 
gears over Roz Kelfy (left) 
in a. special hour-long Hap-
py Days, Tuesday at 8 p.m? 
o,n 5 and 9. 
WEDNESD~ Y, SEPTEMBER 22 
First night of a· solid week for The Hiding Place, with . 
Julie Harris. At the Fra11klin, 7:30 p.m. 
Freddy Prinze in nis fi~t dram_atic role in The Million, 
Dollar Rip-off. Ch. 4 at 8 p.m. 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 
Coi;net solos will be pl-ayed by Jim West in Johnson 
Theater at 8 p.rn ~ 
MU SO filmsThe Lady Vanishes and The Thirty-nine 
-steps, both Hitc,hcock flicks. 6:30 in the Strafford Rm. 
75 cents or season pass, -
PAGE' SIXTEEN 
Five Stoke Hall residents show their opinion of the new visitor 
sign-in policy posted behind the tall gentleman on the left. (Peter 
Fait photo) 
M Thurs. 9·23 
u Hitchcock's -THE LADY 
s VANISHES 
I 
' 0 at 6:30 
and 
F THE THIRTY-NINE I STEPS 
L at 9:00 
M STRAFFORD MUB s $.75 for one or both • 




7 Bayview Rd. 
3 Bedroom, All Brick House 
Fireplace, 1% Baths 
Dining Ro.om, Sunporch 
Drive by, ·Signs on front 
or phone: Charles McLaughlin 
-
·No. Berwick ME· 
207-676-5812 or 207- 967-3254 
· 
1Best phone after 6 or on weekends 
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Burgers . Huddleston 
Bl)RGER KING SANDWICH things runni!1g smoothly." 
continued from page 7 continued from page 3 "It's hectic down here during 
Karl Kreklow, owner of Karl's lunch," says Huddleston food 
hot dog and hamburger truck in downstairs Huddleston for sand- service worker and Dining Hall 
the Quad, said that he does not wiches," said DRAC chairman Attendant Robeit, Kempton. "I 
think that the new Burger King Robert Millen. · don't tMnk'I could .eat·thts every 
will hurt his business very much. "The centralized location . Clay; the sanciwich bar is just a 
''To tell the truth," Kreklow makes it more convenient for me variety from ~he- main courie · 
'said as he worked in his truck to eat here," said. sophmore aet- meals. We re waiting a.o see if it 
Sunday night," I really have not sy Ray who would normally eat will be as busy in the winter. 
thought that much about the at Philbrook Dining Hall. She ad- "We've ~een getting all kinds 
new Burger King but I can say ded, "All my friends eat here of n·ot~s written on the trays 
that I don't think my business and we think the food is better saying, 'We ·love it, the sandwich 
will be hurt by them. 1 sell a bet- here. I really enjoy the ice cream bar is great!'" 
ter product." sundaes." Sophmore William Ryan said 
''I've heard that other Garl)ett said, "Huddlesto:1 was he Js impressed with the friendli-
businesses like QUIS have been in- chosen for this experimental ness of .the help during the meal. 
terested in Durham but because program because of its central ''The atmosphere is· nice here 
of Durham's relatively small size location. This convenient loca- ~ and the food is actually eata .. 
and pedestrian nature have been tion and traditionally longer ~ble," co~.mentedjunior Connie~ 
unable t~ find a viable location." hour.3 baa m11de uur meal count Rh;hCLn.J:;. 
Murray said. higher than what we have distri- One weight conscious student 
"I think that one of the prob- buted in our meal tickets." In said, "I love the idea· of the 
lems other businesses in the fast the past, we've had trouble get- wooden nickel that you get if 
food business encountered in the ting students· to e.at down stairs, you want . ice creamo Now, if I 
?ast was trying to place their fran-1 but during lun~h w~ n.~ longer d~n't want any ,I don't take the 
chises in the wrong locations" have that problem, said Gar- n tckel and I m nq. longer 
Murray said. ' nett. "~t dinner, n~wev~r, the te~pt;,d. with an ice cream ma-
"Durham wants to preserve its reverse ts true and tliree times as chme. · . 
· identity I believe and they have · many students eat upstairs as Senior James Henry, an off 
many p~ocedures' to maJte sure d~~nstairs." . campus stud~nt wh~ ~aid $2.~0 
that it is preserved,, Murray I come all the time because to eat at the sandwich bar said, 
said. ' the meals are quick·an~ easy an?· "It's nice to eat a meal without 
. "I don't see this as a· move by ~ can _get out of h:;e I~ 15 mi- stewed ·· tomatoes or soggy 
the board .of selectman against nutes tf I have to, wd soph- noodles. And, the hamburgers 
us street venders at all ,, more Richard Bradley from Ran- are hot.'~ 
Kreklow said. "My brother Frltz daf Hall. . · . However~ James Henry be-
and I have been in business here · 'We ne~ded a few more hands lieves there ts some room for im-
13 and eleven years, respective- to he,lp, downstairs," .said Gar- provement. '~I think they should 
ly, and that's longer than anyone nett. Ive been dow~ J_ust about hlre1 ,,topl~ss waitresses down else downtown except the every afternoon tryma? to keep 1 here. 
College Corner. -........ 
· "In all the time that we have 
been here," ~aid KrekIOw, 
"we've ·never received any 
complaints or bad feelings from 
the Board of Selectmen so I 
don't see the granting of the 
Burger King permit as ·a move 
against us at all. 
"I think that my business will 
continue about the same as it al-
ways has," Kreklow .sa_id. 
"Burger King won't make that 





NOW IN STOCK 
409
. C~ . 
SKIRT 
DENIM . $22.00 
429 DRESS 
DENIM $28.00 ~ 
CORDUR6Y $30.00 
something new at 
. \ 
MAIN STREET DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
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Stoke 
STOKE .. 
continued from page 6 
room. We can come and go as we 
please." 
Santoro thinks the system will 
cut back on the· drifters coming 
in. "They come with six packs 
from Dover or Portsmouth, 
breaking the bottles. They don't 
come with anybody in the dorm. 
They have no supervision. 
"Last weekend was the worst 
weeJtend I've ever seen here," 
said Santoro, who has lived in 
the dorm four years. "It was like 
. . walking through the combat 
zone in Boston. There was ~ 
party at Pike and when it began 
to rain, everyone headed for , 
·stoke. People were walking 
through with beer and when 
they were done they threw the 
bottles against the wall." ' 
"I don't like chasing kids 
around at three in the morning. I 
think the security system will 
eliminate this problem," said 
Santoro. '. 
"Drunk people are drunk peo-
ple whether th~y are in on a pass 
or not," said a sophomore girl 
who wished to remain anony-
mous. 
"I'm not afraid at all living 
here now," said another who did 
not wish to be identified. "I 
don't like this new system at all. 
It's like going to school in the 
city. People are going to .be less 
apt to come over and visit you." 
According to Haering there 
have been lots of dorm damages 
and they are not usually done by 
residents or friends of residents. 
"It is not fair that the Stoke 
residents have to pay for these 
damages," said Haering. : 
According to Santoro, with 
the security system things might 
get broken but the RA cah see 
who checked in on that floor 
anjJ possibly even tra~ down 
the guilty one. 
"Recently someone took a fire 
extinguisher and put it through a 
vending machine. There are no 
suspects," said Santoro. 
Moore said he thinks other 
dorms will soon foil ow suit. 
"It's a good idea to keep all 
the nuts out of Stoke," said one 
sophomore. 
A freshman agrees, "we don't 
want any weirdostn here," 
. ' ..... 
ra11kli11 
111E811~ 
Jack Nicholson in 
THE-CUCKOO'S' 
NEST 
at 6d0 & 9 




Starf'ing Julie Harris 
One show only - 7': 30 
Admission $2.50 
• CO fill CS 
Our Better Side. 
- - - :f CAJ.J'T :SrA}{P tr/! 
Debbie Blood 
oH, /,JOUJ-D l,J,it?? I'P 




FR.IE5 AA/t>- • • 
'f1\Nli •N1\MAllA by Jeff MiHa·r & Bill 'Hi.nds 
.. .YEM, 1ANK, WE'r<~ 
TRYING ro M~ A. ll<AD&= 
RJR 1H~ WOK\D'$ OL~5T 
Pl.ACGKICKER .. .THERE:. 
~ $TILL A WT 




..  ,..,~~CJ(,llR6E. 
a 'NG 5TAreMeNT, . . FtAUNT 'lOllR SIJPER-
JUST TRY 70 813 YOIJRSCLF, ANP IN /OR. COMMANP a= 
AND PLAY IT A5 PR.ESJ[S{T/AL. MY R&.- FACTS. USt aA5-
A5 POSS/8/.£. IAJ4EN CA1<$R'5 8t/77/llS? S!Rt:D INFOllMAf!ON 
UP, BG SI/Re 70 MAKE HARD "'. IF YOU HAV~ 70. 
E.Ye CONl'ACT. I \ I 
collegiate crossword 
VG:RY FUNNY. NOW 
WHAT WA~ TH(;.U< 
5EKIOU$ OF~R? 
by Garry Trudeau 
~l/lh{.AND 
I CAN f)()N'T 813 ARe410 
00 THAT? 10 MAKE FUN 
\ OF HIS AccENT. 
. /. 
ANSWERSPAGE16 
ACROSS 49 Secret <'gent 13 Actor Leslie -
Napoleon ~ 14 Ore-piece under-
1 Returns on payments 50 - hat gannents 
8 - conditioning 51 Welsh - 21 "Flower Drum -" 
15 Utterly unyielding 53 - ear 24 Lines restricting 
=--+---...11-----1 . 16 - Wood 54 Conmunity animals 
17 Goddess of wisClom 56 Pertaining to love 26 Fitting 
18 Signaled, as in an 58 Musician Georges, 28 Distort a story 
auto race and family · 30 - boom 
19 Toward the stern 59 Recover from 32 Finance abbrevi-
20 Throat tissue (2 wds.) ation 
22 More aged (arch.) 60 Most blushful 33 - Abner 
23 Follow Dr. Still- 61 Female prophet 35 Balloon-ride items 
man's advice 36 Exceeded one's al-
25 Objects of worship DOWN lotted time (2 wds.) 
26 Bedouin tribe 37 Iridescent milky-
27 Estate 1 Islamic month of whf te 
29 Chemical suffix fasting 38 Bounced on one's 
30 Shopping - 2 Building knee 
31 Young bird 3 Teases 39 Vaudeville prop 
33 Navigation devices 4 French soul 40 Involving love, 
34 Work with wall- 5 Sharp in taste hate, etc. 
paper 6 Concluding remarks 41 Experiences again 
35 Chinese: comb. fonn to. a poem 42 Devices for removi,·1g 
36 Gnawing animal r -. anny pits 
39 Measuring device 8 Among the records 44 Most dreadful 
43 Asunder (2 wds.) 47 Capital of Nigeria 
44 Golfer Sikes 9 Coffin cloths 48 Evangelist McPherson 
45 Car or cleanser 10 Letters, in Greece 51 Compete at Indy 
46 A Bobbsey twin, 11 Distasteful news- 5~ Actress Sharon ~ 
et al. paper 55 Danger9us drug 
47 Miss R~nstadt 12 High school course 57 .Rocky crest 
Introductory Meeting Eam Extra Money 
Students!· Earn extra money by .  
·for all those -interested 
in jo'ining COOL-AID 
Wed 9/20. 9 pm 
Basement of Schofield House 
. delivering The Boston Globe in 
your dorm or apartment building 
Contact Howie Warren 
C~mmunity _Market Apt 4 868-7093 
r 
















BU 0 0 0 







w L Pct. 
New Hampshire 1 0 1.000 
Massachusetts 1 0 1.000 
Rhode Island 0 0 . 000 
Connecticut 0 0 .000 
Maine 0 1 .000 
Boston University 0 1 .000 
Last weekend 
New Hampshire 13 Boston University 0 
Massachusetts 24 Maine 3 
Rhode Island 15 Northeastern i14 
Navy 21 Connecticut 3 ' 
Central Connecticut 28 Springfield 13 
Dartmo-uth 20 Penn 0 
Harvard 34 Columbia 10 
Brown 14 Yale 6 
Princeton 3 Cornell 0 
Army 26 Holy Cr~ss 24 
Next weekend 
'New Hampshire at Dartmouth 
Massachusetts at Harvard ' 
Rhode Island' at Browri 
Centg1.l Connecticut at Maine 







































- Five mile run 
1. Treacy 


































NH Wharff 7yd. pass from Allen (Seero kick) 
Third period 
NH Burnham 1 yd •. run (kick failed) 
Receiving no. yds. 
Hailey (BU) 3 91 
Richards (BU) 4 57 
Loehle ~NH) 1 51 
Wharff NH) 1 7 
Rinaldi (NH) 1 6 
Hall (BU) 1 2 
Individual 
Punting . no. avg. 
Silverman (BU) 5 40.0 
Seero (NH) 7 34.9 
I nterceptlons no. yds. 
McDonnell (NH) 1 37 
Duffy (NHJ . 1 1 
Furino(BU 1 l 
Rushing no. yds. 
Burnnam (NH) 33 169 
Morrison (BU) 9 38 
Gelger JBU) 17 37 
Rinbal i (BU) 6 25 
Strandberg (BU) 5 21 
Hall (BU) 11 17 
Jones (BU) 3 15 
Buckley (NH) 4 14 
Loehle (NH) 2 12 
Kickoff returns no. yds. 
Jones (BU) 2 39 
Loehle (NH) 1 41 
Hall (BU) 1 21 
Punt returns no. yds. 
Rich (BU) 4 18 
McDonnell \BU) 2 15 
Loehle (NH 1 17 
Slaughter (BU) 1 1 
Wholley (NH) 4 8 
Smedlberg (BU) 1 -3 
Allen (NH) 7~ -6 
Passing att. com. yds. int. TD 
Geiger (BU) 25 7 127 2 0 
Allen (NH) 3 2 58 0 1 . 
Smedberg (BU) 3 2 29 0 0 
Whalley (NH) 3 0 0 1 0 
• 
Tackles Wayne Smith ·(61}and-Brad Sloat (70) t~dit thiD.gs over with coach Joe Leslie.s(Ed McGrath 
photo) . ~:_··:_; .·. 
su•s Greg Geiger (left) and Roger Strandberg ponder the situation 
·on the BU bench.·(Ed McGrath photo) i . . 
sports shorts 
Burnham_wins award 
Not only is Bill Burnham 
racking up the yardage on the 
field, he is also racking up the 
· awards off the field. ' 
Burnham is in Boston tqday to 
accept the New England Golden 
Helmet Award. : 
The junior tail~ack was se-
lected by the N~w England foot-
ball writers for his play in Satur-
day's game against Bosto.n Uni-
versity. Burnham rushed for 169 
yards in 33 carries. ' 
Burnham was also named the 
ECAC Division II offensive play-
er of the week and the Yankee 
Conference Player of the Week •. 
Dart1nouth football tickets 
Do you want· to go to Hanover this Saturday to see the 'Cats do 
the Dartmouth Green in? ffut your wondering if you can still get 
a ticket to enjoy the thrill of victory and see Dartmouth writhe in -
the agony of defeat?! Wonder no more, just read on to put your 
mind at rest. 
''There are still plenty of good seats available,"· said Paul 
Bamford of the UNH ticketOffice.\l:'ickets will be on sale at the 
Field House until FriJay momihg at 11 a.m. Reserved seats are 
seven dollars for the general public and $3.50 for students with a 
student ID. 
:r!cket office opens at nine a.m~ Game time is 1: 30 p.m~ _ 
MisIDatch of the Week 
It was neck and neck '!or the Mismateh of the ~ek award. Mich-
igan's 51-0 whitewash of Stanford finished a close second to North-
ern Michigan's, last year's Division II champs, 65-0 annilation of St. 
Norbert. 
~ ew England football 
Two weekends ago the word. describing football play was upset. 
This past weekend the word would have to be comeback. · 
Connecticut's defense last year gave up 55 points to Navy: This 
~ year, the Huskies protected a 3-0 lead until late· in the third quarter . 
then the roof caved in. 
The Middies scored with two minutes and 33 seconds left in the 
third quarter making the score 7-3 and then twice more i~ the 
fourth quarter. 
Rhode is1ana came from behind with two fourth quarter touch-
downs and a two point conversion to edge Northeastern 15-14. It 
was the second week in a row NU blew a 14-0 lead. · 
In the only other Yankee Conference game, Massachusetts down-
ed Maine, 24-3. 
It was the first time since 1969 that Maine has scored on the 
Minutemen. Jack :Leggett kicked a 39 yard field goal early in the 
third period, tying the score at 3-3 • 
. UMass' Rick Jessamy led the M!nutemen with 124 yards rushing 
including a 7 5 yard touchdown jaunt making the score 14-3. 
:i::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::$:;:;:;:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:::::;:::~~*:::::=:::*:::::::~::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;§;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~;:;:;::::::::::: 
DEFENSE · 
continued from page 1 9 
With two games now under their belts, the UNH defensive play-
ers are growing in experience and confidencetfaster than anyone 
th9ught possible before the season started. 
As .every game passes, the young defense continues to supply 
the answers to the que?tions the UNH coaching staff has propos-
ed, with their outstanding.performance on the pl_aying field. 
At this point it looks as if the coaches may ju~t run out of .ques-
tions before the UNH defense runs out of answ~rs. 
~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~@~~~~~mm~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l\1 
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NCAA to vote in January 
UNH Jll&Y go Division IA 
~Y Paul Keegan 
·A controversial proposal by 
the NCAA 's Classification Com· 
mittee that would create a new 
"Super-Division" for the top col· 
lege football powers and would 
promote UNH one step higher 
into Division IA was struck ' 
down by the Council of the 
NCAA, making the passage of 
this legislation doubtful when 
the Association meets in Janu-
ary. 
Plan I of the re-organization of 
the present college football 
structure would allpw only 97 of 
the current 138 teams in Divi-
sion I to make the elite Super · 
Division, leaving all of tP,e lyy 
League schools 8J'i<1 such depen~ 
·donU a~ Holy Croi:i: out of the 
picture and into a less presti· 
gious "Division IA". 
All of this would mean a boost 
for the football orograms that 
are currently at.the-:-t~p of Divi-
sion II, such as UNH, who would 
with more independence,i.e. set- said Bowes. "I can't see them 
ting their own rules as to recruit· putting us in a lower division 
ing, scholarships and other ad- than the Ivy League schools." · 
ministrative decisions •. · So to satisfy these-disgruntled 
As it stands now, Division I Division I teams, the Classifica-
cove rs a b.road spectrum of tion Committee came up with 
schools from the wealthy titans Plan II that was even further off 
that annually recieve substantial the mark. 
television exposure and are in- While it pleased the schools 
vited to Bowl Games such as currently at the lower end of Di-
N otre Dame, Ohio State and vision I, giving them Super .. Divi-
U.C.L.A. to the smaller institu- sion st'atus, it made the larger 
tions without nearly as much football teams even more irritat-
money and exposure. j ed as it would have made the 
With this in mind the NCAA Super Division larger than it is 
assigned ~ Classification Com- with the present set-up making 
mittee to eliminate this diversity · chances for it's passage remote. 
and to keep the more powerful "The thing that I'm concerned 
schools isolated at a time when . ~th", said Bowes, "is what kind 
they felt _their long-standing· of limitations they might impose 
traditions were being threatened on Division II schools. If J;hey 
by the increasing number of up- : come up with a plan that keeps 
-and-coming teams being pro- us in Division II, there may also 
mo~d to Division I. · be some restricting regulations 
But-Plan I of the Committee's that come with it." · 
proposal pleased neither the "Spring practice has been eli-
large Colleges and Universities, minated in Division III schools, 
wh_? saw the Super-Division as he added. "It's this kind of rules 
berng too large by some 20 that I'm fearful of .. limitations 
· be promoted to this intermed-
iate Division IA. : 
. How would this jump into a 
higher division affect the UNH 
football program'? 
. ~hools, or the smaller institu- , in the amount of scholarship aid, 
tions, who_ '!ould · ~e. ~emoted ~o recruiting and the number of 
a less prestigious D1V1s1on IA. · coaches allowed on the staff • 
This demotion also could which could put ~uite a few 
mean that these former Division people out of work.' 
"Well, we certainly would like 
to be classified as Division IA," 
replied head coach Bill Bowes. 
"Ivy League schools and inde-
pendents like ffoly Cross, whom 
we beat Saturday, would be in-
cluded and I think we're cer· 
tainly up with them/' ' 
The reason for the proposed 
change in the pre.sent college 
football set-up is that the largest 
and richest schools are dissatis-
fied with the present alignment 
and are anxious to break off into 
their own exclusive division that 
would allow them to function 
I schooB would be restricted in ,~ . . 
giving out financial aid and in . _I thmk there will be a re-cla~ 
the number of coaches allowed s1f1<:&tion of foo~?all ~earns, 
per team. . ~n~mued .B~w~s. and •! the~e 
Accoqling to Bowes, this IS, I 1!1 optI~1~t1c : that we 11 be m. 
would solve the present inequity . .Dlvfs1on fA. . · 
between Division I and Division So it's back to the drawing 
II teams, lumping them into the board for the NCAA's Classifica-
same group with the same regu- tion committee and 'with objec-
lations. ' tion of college football's major 
"Division I schools are allowed powers to the present divisional 
to give out twice as much scho-: set-up, some new ideas will be 
larship aid y~ we fare very well · needed before the NCAA meets 
in competition against them." in January. 
Harriers place third 
as powerful PC wins 
Golfers 
third in 
YC match By Lee · Hun~ker 
The Cross-country team open- . 
ed their fall season this year with 
a third place finish (out of five) 
against nationally ranked Provi· 
dence College, Boston College, 
Tufts, and Boston University. 
Providence was lust with 15 
points, BC second with 66, then 
UN_H with 7 5 points. Tufts 
finished fourth with 80 points 
and BU was last with an ac-' 
cumulation of 175 points. · 
''It wasn't much of a sur-
prise," said UNH Coach John 
Co pelancl "Providence has at 
UNH's Mike Sheldon wins 
the 3-mile run. (Dennis Gieuere 
photo). : 
least four runners recruited from 
Ireland - all of international cal-
iber." ' 
Gary Crossan of Rochester 
was the first to cross the finish 
line for UNH placing eighth with 
a time of 26: 03 for the five mile 
course. Close behind him in 
tenth was David Gelinas at 
26:09. . . 
Peter He'bert and Barry 
Reinhold finished 19th and 20th 
respectively five seconds apart 
(27:16 and 27:21). · 
In 24th place came Glenn 
Hilton at 27:42; John Weston 
took 27th with a time of 28:02. 
"I thought we really looked 
good," stated Ciopeland. ''All 
these guys are either freshmen or 
sophomores and it means no-
thing but great seasons to 
come." · 
BC was the big surprise of the 
meet taking second. Still though 
Providence was unbeatable tak-
ing -the first six spots running 
with ease. · 
Incidentally, the second place 
finisher in the meet for Provi· 
dence was Larry Reed, brother 
of one George Reed, track star 
for UNH. · · 
In a- shorter three mile meet 
held earlier in the day UNH 
cap~~red top honors by placing 
three men in the top four posi-
tions. 
Mike Sheldon and Bill 
Finsthwait finished one and two 
respec t ively with Mile St. 
Laurent capturing fourth. 
After St. Laurent came Rick 
Baldwin (7th) and Don Staton 
(8th). 
BC again placed second with 
BU third and Tufts fourth. 
''I was reaHy pretty happy 
with the results particularly be-
cause they are so early in the 
season," · stated Copeland. "This 
is definitely a rebuilding season 
so anything we get is gravy." · 
Saturday marks the Harriers' 
next meet, this one against de-
fending ICAAAA champs North-
eastern. 
''They're an excellent team," 
said Cope land. "What we're 
·looking for is an improvement in 
times this week." 
Massachusetts' Jim 
McDermott took the individual 
honors and Connecticut won the 
·team championship at the 
Yankee Conference ~01i­
ship s yesterday i~ Stowe, 
Massachusetts. 
McDermott shot a 71, one 
under par, to finish t6w strokes 
ahead second place finishers Pete 1 
Romano (Maine) and Guy 
Rittman (Rhode Island). 
UMass and URI finished in a 
tie for second with a team score 
of 461. It was seven strokes off 
the pace set by UConn. 
UNH imi&he fetirth with a 
464. 
The top six Huslcie golfers all 
finished w:tth a score below 80. 
The top two Wildcats finished 
in a four way tie for seventh. 
Steve Bernard and John Tinios 
both shoi a 75. The other two 
golfers with 7 5 were UConn 's 
Dave Camara and URl's John 
Zimmerman. 
The other four 
UNH golfers to figure . in the 
scoring were Phil Pleat (77), Paul 
Barrett (78), Paul Kowzan (79), 
Bob Schmeck (80), and Paul 
Davis (81). 
Coach Charlie Holt was , 
pleased with UNH's scores as the 
Wildcats came close to capturing 
second place. 
UNH's next match is lt'riciay 





There was just under five minutes remaining in last Saturday's 
game with Boston University, as the UNH defensive unit trudged 
off the field after once again stopping the Terriers short of scor-
ing. 
From the looks on their faces and by the way they jogged. off 
the field, it was obvious that the Wildcat defenders were tired and 
fatigued, and rightfully so because the UNH defense was forced 
· to be on the field a good portion of that hot and muggy after-
noon in Cowell Stadium. 
Physically tired without a doubt, but mentally; they had to be 
· in top condition as the entire home side of the stadium stood up 
and applauded the defense's afternoon heroics with a loud and 
· enthusiastic standing ovation. · 
I ~ was a more than fitting tribute, as the Cat defense came up 
with . its second consecutive outstanding game of the season, en-
abling UNH to shutout B.U. 13-0, to begin the Wildcats defense 
of the Yankee Conference championship. 
·\· The play that led to that standing ovation was the last in a 
series of big plays made by the UNH defense in the contest, par-
ticularly on key fourth down situations that the Terriers had dee-fl 
within UNH territory. 
With . about ..eight minutes left in the g~me, and UNH ahead 
13-0, the Terriers took possesion of the ball on the Wildcats 34 
year line, following a fumbl~ by halfback D(lve Loehle. 
Six plays later, B.U. had a first and goal on the UNH eight yard 
line. After two rushes and an attempted pass play, the Terriers 
had only managed to move to the five yard line, giving them orie 
more chance to score on fourth-and goal . 
B.U. quarterback Greg Gelger took the snap, faded back and 
rolled to his right. Geiger looked once and then threw to his split 
~ end Tom Hajley in the right_ corner of the endzone, only to have 
UNH defensive back Die-I< Duffy tip the pass away as he dove 
through the air to end another Terrier threat. 
That play preserved the shutout for the Wildcats, while other ' 
important UNH defensive plays earlier in the game guaranteed the 
' victory for the Cats .. 
With time running out in the first half, and the Cats· holding a 
·slim 7-0 margin, the Terriers were in a fourth and two situation 
on the UNH two yard line. 
Geiger to9k the snap, rolled to his right and appeared to have -a 
receiver ?pen in the end zone, but before h~ could get a pass off, 
a tremendous wall of UNH pass uefenders hit Geiger, forcing him 
to fumble the ball. · 
When the pile was ' unstacked, Wildcat freshman linebacker 
Greg Donahue had the ball and the Cats were able to run out the 
clock. to go into halftime still Ieadine: 7-0. 
Again in the third quarter, the Terriers were able to move down 
d~ep inside UNH . territory, mainly on the basis of a 58 yard pass 
play from Geiger· to Hailey. 
· The Terriers managed to gain a first and ten at the UNH 16 
yard line, but again the Cat defense held tough forcing B'.U. into 
another key fourth down play from the Cat ten yard line. 
Geiger again tried to pass for the touch down, this time to his 
fullback Cha·rley HaU coming out of the backfield, but an alert 
UNH linebacker Rod Langway stepp_ed into the passing land and 
batted down the pass. 
Those were just a few of the outstanding plays made b y the 
UNH defense against B.U. With only a spattering of starters from 
last year, the Wildcat defense has now given up a total of three 
points in their first two encounters. 
The Terriers were able to move reasonably well on occasions in 
'the middle of the field, but when B.U. got to within scor~1g dis-
tance, the UNH d~fense slammed the door in their faces every 
single time. 
"It was a greatdefensive job by our team," said head coach Bill 
Bowes after the . game. "We knew we had to have it or we 
woul~n't win. We ~topped them when we had to." 
Whenever a team registers a • 
shutout, it's not easy to single 
out individual players on de-
fense, but in Saturday'sgame tjle 
names.of three UNH lineback~s 
· came up time and time a~)h 
after important plays. 
Co aptain Bruce Huther hmi 
another excellent outing, a~d 111\ii 
had plenty of help from two\ 
other oolleagues, outside line-
_ hackers Mike Marchese. and 
Langway. 
A converted quarterback, 
Langway has played extremely 
well for the Cats in his first two l'· ... "  :colJegiate games, afte{ replacing 
the injured Charlie McMahon in 
the second half of the o p e ning· 
game with Holy Cross .. Bruce Ruther 
Perhaps the most impressive UNH defender against the Ter ri ers. 
was Marchese. Marchese was the only freshmJn to letter on last 
year's Wildcat team. Tliis season .the sophomore lin0b.Kker lias 
won himself a starting role, a role he excelled in .1gainst B.U., 
making numerous tackles, sacking tile quJrtt>rbJ.c!.., Jnd W\'cri ng 
. up on punts. 
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Wildcats coµnter 
BU's Geiger, 13-0 
By Mike Minigan 
"We're 1-0 in the Conference 
men. I want to keep that bean-
pot that's. up in my office," 
. Coach Bill Bowes addressing his· 
.team after Saturday's 13-0 . 
victory. ' 
Theway that the UNH 
Wildcats are playing right now, 
they just might keep that tropliy 
in Bill Bowes office for one 
more year. 
La3t Sa.turd~y, it was again the 
defense that came to the rescue 
stopping the BU Terriers six . 
times inside the UNH 30 yard 
line to preserve the 13-0 victory· 
'1llld run the UNH . ..tecord to 2-0o 
/"I;m just plain proud of this 
team," Bowes said after the 
game. "People are coming after 
us, and we're playhlg aggressive 
football. We're not making many 
mistakes, and that's what it 
takes to win football games." 
BU held the advantage in..m.Pst 
of the offensive statistics. The 
Terriers had 15 first downs to· 
UNH's 7. BU quarterback Greg 
Geiger and back-up Arf 
Smedberg threw for a- combined. 
total 156 yards compared to just 
58 for UNH's duo of Jeff Allen 
and Steve Wholley, as BU held 
the advantage in total yards 306 
to 255. 
But Geiger was not impressive 
when he had to be deep in 
Wildcat territory, and the UNH · 
defense was. An~ as the old 
saying goes, the only statistic 
that counts is the one on the 
score boa rn . · 
With the Wildcats leading 7-0, 
and time running out. in the first 
half, B U's Pete Drynicki 
pounced ~n a Jeff Allen fumble 
at the UNH 24. Quarterback 
Geiger led the Terriers down to 
the two yard line, but on fourth 
and goal, Geiger fumbled ·the 
ball away under a swarm of 
UNH tacklers. · · 
Likewise in the fourth quarter, 
with little over four minutes re-
maining, BU mounted their final 
The big play in the series was a 
third and six screen pass to _ 
Loehle which covered 51 yards. 
Loehle, who seems to glide ' 
rather than"fun, took the ball at · 
his own forty, cut against the -
grain and four would-be tacklers 
and sailed down to the BU 13 · 
yard line. 
The Wildcats closed out the 
day's scoring near.the end of the 
third quarter, thanks to the 
aggressive defense. 
Linebacker Mike Marchese 
gave the Cats th!i! ball at the BU . 
21 by falling on a fumble by 
quarterback Smedberg. 
UNH coach Bill Bowes went 
with quarterback Steve Wholley 
in the second half after Allen 
suffered minor rib damage. 
Wholley fed Bill Burnham four 
times in five plays and the junior 
tailback drove over left guard 
from the two. A missed extra 
point completed the 13-0 score. 
Burnham, who was held to~33 
yards in -the first half, exploded 
in the second half finishing with 
169yards. · _ 
After the game, Bowes just-
ified his selection of Wholley in 
the second half. · 
"We don't have a starting 
quarterback on this team," he 
said. "We feel that we have two 
quarterbacks of equal ability, 
and when Jeff got banged up, we 
had no reason to ch~nce a 
serious injury, so we didn't hes-
itate to put Steye into the 
game." 
· "I'm very satisfied with the 
job Steve did. He moved the ball 
club." 'We'll evaluate the films 
this wr : then decide who'll be 
our s: .... ting quarterback against 
Dartmouth." 
t h r e a t a.ft er Dave Loe h 1 e -
fumbled at his own 25. 
The Terriers advanced the ball 
to the five yard line and had 
three chances to s.core. On 
fourth and goal, Geiger looked 
for split end Tom Hailey in the 
end zone,_ but his pass was 
knocked away by the Wildcats' 
Dick Duffy. 
The Wildcat$ jumped out in 
front in the .first period, when 
they put together a six play, 68 . 
yard drive which culminated in 
Jeff Allerr's seven yard pass to a 
wide open .Bill Wharff for the 
touchdown and a 7-0 lead. : 
Dave Loehle 
Rod Langway 
In handing out accolades, 
Bowes concentrated on his 
defense, especially the lineback: . 
ing corps. · 
"Marchese and Bruce Huther 
just did an excellent job," he 
said. : 
But Bowes especially noted 
the play· of freshman Rod 
Langway "What more can we 
ask from a freshman linebacker? 
He was fantastic." ' 
The Cats now hij; the road and 
pit the skills of Mr. Butnham 
and company against a stingy 
Dar tmou!h defense , which 
limited lzy- rival Pennsylvania to 
58 yards rushing. Kick-off in 
Hanover this f?aturday is 1: 30. 
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Bill Burnham (36) dives over the top for UNH's second touchdown last Saturday. Burnham was 
named .New England player of the week by the New England football writers. (Ed McGrath photo). 
UNH opens against Bridgewater 
By Sharon Lavert~ 
Experienced new players . will 
make up -much of the women's 
tennis team when it opens its 
toughest season on Thursday 
against Bridgewater State Col-
lege. _ 
The match will be at 3: 30 
p.m; at the Field House · courts. · 
Last year, UNHtrounced most 
of its opposition for an 8-0 re-
cord and its first undefeated sea-
son. . 
Three of that t~am's players, 
including the singles' ·second 
seed, will not be -re tu ming this , 
year. That will leave the new 
.players, many of w~ich are from 
New Hampshire, to rebuild the1 
team." 
"We will have a strong team, 
no question," . said UNH coach 
Joyce Mills, "In the past, we 
have had far more out-of-state 
players than we have this year. 
There's a lQt of experience be-
hind the N.H. girls:" 
Jocelyn Berube will be dueling 
Nancy Veale, last year's number 
one seed, .for the team's top 
spot. Berube fires a deceptive 
serve that could give her oppon· 
ents trouble. : 
The freshman from Manchest-
er, N.H.~ compiled a 51-6 high 
school singles record and was 
three times N.H.: high school 
doubles champion. · 
"Our top two positions should 
be strong again this year;" Mills 
said. -
Lisa Eberhart, N.H.~ singles 
champion for _ 1973 and 1974, . 
should add strength to singles. 
She and Cathy Santo~, a steady 
player last season, will round out 
the starting-singles squad. 
Returnees Debbie Ackerson 
and Courtenay Ber~er will team 
up with their new partners, lfNH Will be playing Radcliffe 
Winty Woodbridge and Cindy College, Dartmouth College, and 
Todd to form the top two "Boston University, the latter two 
doubles teams. to be home matches. 
UNH will be battling stronger. Any one of tnese teams would 
oppo-nents in an increased be considered strong competi-
11..game schedule this season,- --tion. UNH, however, wlll have to 
but coach Mills. is optimistic. · play all three within a span of 
"I can't predict another unde- one Week later in_ the season. · 
feated season," she said, "but I "I had hoped for a tougher 
think we will have a winning sea- schedule," Mills said, then 
son." : added, "You never know really 
Bridgewater provided UNH .1what another team will do from 
with one of its closest and most one .year to th~ next. (Our weak-
exciting matches of 197Q. This er opponents) may have ~otten 
week's match is expected to be a some really tough people! ' 
toul{h opening for the Wildcats. 
Nancy Veale prepares for Tuesday's match against Bobby Riggs. 
(Gary A. Levine photo). 
Netmen to compete in ECAC's 
Taylor and Weber defend title 
1lY Lee Hunsaker v 
''We made a decision this week 
to go .to the ECAC's" said tennis 
coach Dwight Peters last 
Saturday during a telephone in-
terview. "We'll take our to~ four 
men and see how we'll do.' 
· Those top four are Jeff Aarts 
and Andy Harrison who play 
. number one and two singles re-
sp e-et i vely and the defending 
EGAC doubles champion team 
of Mark Weber and Scott Taylor. 
Harrison, who played in ~he 
number one slot last season, lost 
to the eventual winner from 
California College of 
Pennsylvania in three sets: 
The ECAC championships will 
be played this year at Rider Col-
lege ~n Trenton, New J~r~ey •• 
As for a prediction l'eters was 
hesitant. 
· ''You're talking thirty some 
schools so it's hard to predict 
any outcome," said Peters, It's a 
one shot deal - i"f you lose then 
you're gone." 
--Peters and his four man cara-
van will leave early Thursday 
morning and hopefully won't be 
back until the end of the week. 
_ But before they leave the Cats 
face a bunched together 
schedule this week that will find 
them Griss-crossing New 
England. 
The reason for thiw is because 
the match against tl(e University 
of Maine which was ·rescheduled 
from last SaturdaY. t~ last Friday 
was again rescheqtiled to be 
played- today. · 
"I think it was because of the 
U. Ma~ football gJlriie up there," · 
said Peters. "I giless they just 
didn't want tqi> many things 
going on at one~." 
Then on w e·~nesday tlie Cats 
again pack their pags for another 
away match th"k one agianst 
Massachusetts at 3:'00 .• 
~'The only problem we might 
run into is class conflicts," com-
mented Peters. "'We may not 
take a full squad with us when 
we go." 
